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Logger football defeats Lutes! UPS students
unite for
Darfur Fast

• UPS' chapter of Amnesty International starts
off its year with fast
By Jessica Bruce
jbruce@ups.edu
News Writer
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gger football team celebrates after its first win against PLU in 17 years. UPS defeated PLU 23-13 on Oct. 8. See Sports,
age 15 for more information about the game.

Time capsule uncovered on campus
By Brandon Lueken

blueken@ups.edu
News Writer
While students were away for the
summer holidays, members of the administration discovered a time capsule
from 1941 which was hidden in the cornerstone of Kittredge Hall.
That piece of UPS history is now on
display in the Wheelock Student Center
in front of Murray Boardroom.
Over the summer, ASUPS executives
stumbled across a series of old UPS
paraphernalia while cleaning out the
office.
Knowing Associate Dean of Student
Services Houston Dougharty's penchant for UPS history, they dumped an
entire envelope of things on his desk.
While sorting out the materials,

a

Dougharty found a dedication of the
Kittredge Hall cornerstone. In the manual, there was a line that confused him,
which instructed attendees to refer to
"the box."
Dougharty took the note to ASUPS
President Alex Israel, who became
intrigued and decided to investigate.
Some poking and prying into facilities,
the university archives and other historians on campus revealed nothing.
Facilities took a look at the actual cornerstone and decided that it should be
removed for repairs anyway, but there
was also something peculiar about the
way it was set.
Just before orientation leaders arrived in August, Israel and Dougharty
called facilities masons who were
working on the Jones staircase and had
them cut through the crumbled masonry surrounding the cornerstone.
SEE CAPSULE PAGE
AGE 4
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An impromptu crowd of 15-30 people gathered around and The Tacoma
News Tribune and the UPS Alumni
magazine, Arches, reported the opening.
"It looked like there was nothing
there," Israel said.
But when they tuned the stone over,
they noticed that something had been
mortared into the stone itself.
A few more minutes with a saw revealed a sharp-edged copper box that
was removed and cut through to reveal a number of materials from the
year of dedication.
"It was amazing," Israel said, "Ants
had gotten through the mortar and
through the stone but couldn't get into
the copper box."
Included in the time capsule were
two copies of The Trail, the President's Annual Report, a copy of Tam-

On Oct. 5 and 6, around 50 students from the
University of Puget Sound found themselves
giving to the hungry in an unlikely way - by going hungry themselves.
In the Darfur Fast, Amnesty International's
first event at UPS this year, 48 students fasted
or gave up some form of food.
Students then donated the money they would
have spent on food to Amnesty International for
relief in the Darfur region of Sudan.
A total of $163 was collected at UPS and
some students may have donated directly to relief organizations.
In Darfur, acts of genocide have killed 400,000
and left millions displaced or starving since
2003 when a militia known as the Janjaweed
began expelling black Africans from Sudan, according to darfurfast.org .
Sophomore Emily Stirling, Vice President of
Amnesty International at UPS, said the group
plans to donate its funds to Doctors Without
Borders, an organization that is helping treat
Sudanese refugees in Chad.
According to Stirling, the Darfur Fast was
started by a group of students at Georgetown
called Students Taking Action Now: Darfur
(STAND). Similar fasts took place in 20 countries.
"Some of the event is being broadcast in Chad
to let the refugees know that the international
community cares for them," Stirling said.
While some students fasted for 24 hours,
starting at 5 p.m. Oct. 5, others participated by
giving up luxury items, such as coffee.
"If you're not doing the full day fast, it by
no means belittles what you're doing," Stirling
said.
Participants pinned green ribbons to their
clothes or tied green yarn around their wrists,
hair and necks to show support and raise attention.
Stirling also gave information sheets to participants for distribution on campus and to help
participants answer questions from those curious about the bright green yarn.
At 5 p.m. on Oct. 6, participants met for a
"Post-Fast Feast" to satiate their hunger and
discuss their fasting experiences.
"I'm tired and hungry, but still functional,"
freshman Rachel Johnsen said. "I have some
time before I waste away."
"I kind of had to stay away from all the people who were eating, but it maybe gives you an
experience of what it's like to be a refugee,"
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Do you know the difference between club,
intramural and varsity teams? Highlights
of UPS club sports teams are profiled in
Features next week.
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BGLAD increases awareness
for Queer History Month
By Chelsea Taylor
ctaylor2@ups.edu
News Co-Editor
For the past four years, Bisexuals,
Gays, Lesbians and Allies for Diversity (BGLAD) has been working to
increase their visibility on the UPS
campus.
BGLAD encourages the acceptance of all sexual orientations and
to unify the queer community in the
region.
"The goals of BGLAD include
working to create a campus that is increasingly open, aware, safe and welcoming of diversity among students,
staff and faculty," BGLAD advisor
Donn Marshall, said.
The ASUPS recognized club often
sponsors events through the school
in order to raise awareness, including
the Gay of the Day Calendar located
by the dish return in the SUB.
"BGLAD chose 31 out or allied
people for every day in the month of
October," BGLAD Co-President Annie McCullough said.
Allies are heterosexuals who are
accepting of all sexual orientations.
Among those featured are ally General Keith Kerr, openly gay Jennifer
Finney Boylan and Greg Louganis.
"The calendar is a fun way to further
awareness and to recognize those accepting people," McCullough said.
This annual event shows the
number of people who support all
sexual orientations.
"We also used it to show how many
people are out there that are accepting and just getting loud about the
issue," BGLAD Co-President Al
Cramer said.
Overall, the response to the Gay of
the Day calendar has been positive

for BGLAD.
"General interest has been awesome. Every time I walk by the calendar, people are looking at it and
that's what we wanted," McCullough
said.
October is National Queer History
Month in which BGLAD has organized events throughout the month to
celebrate.
One of the first events is National
Coming Out Day on Oct. 11 where a
lavender door is set up for people to
come out.
"We encourage anyone to come out

Upcoming BGLAD
Events
Drag 101 Workshop Oct. 21
Diversity Center House Cup
Competition Oct. 22.
Intersex Awareness Day Oct. 26
Masquarade Ball Oct. 28
See asups.ups.edu/clubsIbglad for
more events.

with anything. It doesn't have to be
queer," McCullough said.
The lavender door was set up in the
SUB throughout the day, to be accessible to everyone.
"We all have things to share and it
supports LBGT," Nell Shamrell, Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay and Transgender
Leadership Scholar said.
BGLAD organized Queer 101 pan-

els in residence halls where a gay
man, lesbian woman, bisexual man
or woman, an ally, transgender person and a staff member answer questions about what it is like coming out
to the community.
BGLAD will also be making an
Ask Anything box for people to anonymously ask questions. The answers
will then be answered and posted on
the BGLAD Website.
"We really would like to make the
Web site more accessible and to get
people to check it out more often,"
BGLAD Web master Shamrell said.
Since her first year involved in the
club, McCullough has seen BGLAD
gain prominence on campus.
"We started off presenting the Drag
Show in Rendezvous, then we moved
to the Rotunda and we finally took
over Marshall Hall last year, which
I think says a lot for our club," McCullough said.
The club usually has 30-35 people
show up for their weekly meetings.
"Regionally, we have one of the
best turn-outs as far as attendance.
We're outgrowing the Student Diversity Center," McCullough said.
The club would like people to realize that it is an activist as well as a
social club.
BGLAD often collaborates with
Pacific Lutheran University in social
events in order to connect the queer
community in the region.
"We really encourage everyone to
come to at least one meeting to see
what we're about," McCullough
said.
BGLAD meetings are every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the Student Diversity
Center, across from Diversions Café.
• Chelsea Taylor is dying to come out of
the closet as an O.C. fan.

Top 10 news
events:
Pakistan ravaged by last
weekend's earthquake.
Over 400 people die in Guatemalan mudslide.
Health Secretary emphasizes
preparation for "Bird Flu" outbreak in Asia.
New Orleans police officers
plead not guilty to beating 64
year-old man.
Britney Spears pulls her bra
off eBay auction.
Debate over whether to bury
Lenin's body heightens in Russia.
U.S. authorities still holding investigation on New York
subway terrorist threat.
HIV rate in Zimbabwe drops
almost 5% to 20.1%.
Internet sales increase as gas
prices skyrocket.
New Madonna song upsets
Israeli rabbis.
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a Casino Night brings crowds into the Wild Wild West
By Kaitlyn Hogue
kehogue2@ups.edu
News Writer
Cowboys and cowgirls with leather boots and silver belt buckles and saloon
girls with feather boas filled Wheelock Student Center Oct. 8 for Puget Sound's Casino Night.
This year's Wild Wild West theme brought an estimated 300 UPS students to gamble away their fake money.
"At least half of the people I saw were dressed up for the theme and were really into
it," Casino Night Committee Chair Walker Lindley said.
Casino Night is an annual event put on by the school for charity. This year, the
money is being split between Kids Can Do and the American Red Cross.
Over $1,000 was raised for these charities just by UPS students. Not as much money was raised compared to last year's Casino Night, but this was due to the decrease
of donations by individual RHAs, not student turnout.
"We had a huge number of students come for such a small organization event,"
RSA President Bibs Combs said.
The student turnout was also impressive considering how many other events were
happening around campus that night.
ip "We were the only thing on the calendar when we signed up in May, but things
come up," Casino Night Committee Chair Ben Engler said. "But it's great how many
students came out to support us."
Although most of Casino Night is organized through student volunteers, RSA has
the important role of hiring West Coast Casinos who provide gambling equipment,
teach the dealers proper technique and help out with the gambling throughout the
night.
The big pull of Casino Night for students is the prizes, which are donated by local
companies eager to help out. Some of the big prizes included an Xbox, an iPod shuffle, $20 at a day spa and three nights in a hotel in Vegas.
"The fundraising and donations were so much better this year that we were able to
keep most people at the event all night," Combs said.
Many students were impressed by how well Casino Night was organized this year,
especially by the Wild West atmosphere. Junior Aimee Schulte had never gone to
Casino Night but decided to volunteer to help through the volunteer organization
Circle K.
"I had always heard people talk about how fun Casino Night was, but I was really
impressed by the atmosphere of it," Schulte said.
Students who had gone to previous Casino Nights were impressed as well.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GLORIATRESEDER

Director of Residence Life, Shane Daetwiler, strategically places his bet in poker at
Casino Night.
"I was so impressed and amazed by the hard work and planning of the committee
members and the volunteers," Combs said. "It looked amazing."
But some people felt that there is not enough support from the rest of campus, in
that Casino Night is unable to become the grand event it could be.
"With such good organization, there should have been more people there and more
campus involvement," Schulte said.
In the future, RSA and the Casino Night Committee hope that people will take advantage of the fun event.
"The more campus input we get, the better the event will be," Combs said. "We are
all about pleasing the campus community."
Kaitlyn Hogue is a tried and true high roller. All of the big casinos in Vegas know her name
and shoe size by heart.

The Skype's the limit: Internet phone creates connections
4
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By Diana Hawk
dhawk@ups.edu
News Writer
The creators of KaZaA have advanced Internet phone
technology. Its design: Skype. Its philosophy: "the
whole world can talk for free."
With revolutionary developments in VoIP (voice over
internet protocol), Skype CEO and co-founder Niklas
Zennstrom says "the idea of charging for calls belongs
to the last century."
Although Internet phones are nothing new, Skype is
comparatively easy to use. Even the most technologically inept can download the program.
The softwareworks on Mac, Windows or Linux; however, a DSL/Broadband internet connection is recommended for high-quality conversations.
Skype works as a peer-to-peer service which allows
users from around the world to talk to each other. It requires a mic to plug into the computer and headphones
if desired.
Skype users will experience surprisingly little lag time
and high quality sound. It also allows users to send and
receive files and instant messages.
Unlike other Internet phones, Skype also supports
conference calls with up to five other users.
Best of all, basic Skype is free.
Premium features may be purchased for surprisingly
cheap rates. Skype Out is a paid service that allows us-

kal/Dentall School
279.00 a month!
th Protooltires
An
Scholarship Fromm (HPSP) provides,:

ers to call land lines and cell phones across the world
from their computers. Popular global rates are around
$0.23 a minute.
In addition, Skype In is a paid monthly service (with
rates a little more than $30 a year) that grants you a local
telephone number.
Land line and cell phones are then able to reach you
at your computer by dialing a local Skype In number.
Voicemail is also available with Skype In.
Skype allows users to search a directory (which users
can choose to be listed in) from around the world.
While browsing the directory, students can find users
represented in nearly every country around the world.
According to Skype's online forum, conversations can
range from traveling advice to current political economy
perspectives. Others engage in conversations to practice
a foreign language.
Japanese Professor Jan Leuchtenberger warns that
first year language students may find it difficult to initially communicate with native speakers.
The vocabulary and syntax stressed in the classroom
are generally honorific and formal; therefore, casual
conversations may be unfamiliar.
"While students may find themselves coming across
phrases and conversations unfamiliar to them, it's always helpful to practice, especially with native speakers," Leuchtenberger said.
Skype has been a popular download for students studying abroad.
It allows students to keep in touch with friends back

home and offers them a chance to make new ones.
Junior Elin Maki has looked into Skype to keep in
contact with her boyfriend who is currently in Japan.
"My roommates and I are looking into Skype. It would
probably be a viable economic solution to phone cards,"
Maki said.
Maki currently lives off-campus with international
graduate students in Puyallup.
Her housemates from Ecuador are paying expensive
rates with phone cards to call back home.
Skype Out features would allow Maki and her housemates to call their loved ones abroad who may not have
access to high speed internet.
Skype and Skype Out are cheap alternatives that have
become worrisome competition for phone companies.
China Telecom, China's biggest national phone company, blocked Skype Out features for economic and political reasons last month.
According to Skype.com , the software has been downloaded nearly 180,000,000 times from people around the
world, with 2-3 million users online at any given time.
Many businesses have become interested in utilizing
Skype.
Recently eBay has announced plans to purchase Skype. It hopes to have buyers and sellers utilizing voice
communication technology in the near future.
For more information, visit www.skype.com
Diana Hawk made friends with Khalid from Pakistan and
hasn't heard from him since the earthquake.

Want to Be Dean for a Day?
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Want to switch places with Associate Dean of
Students, Houston Dougharty, for a day?
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If so, buy your raffle tickets in the SUB for $1
through Oct. 18 —Nov. 4.
For more infonantioa please calk
Captain Dean Rasenueorn
U, 5. Array Health Care 141110
Office: (206) 242-93S7
Cs4k (l77) 7224304 Tall Fran
Ewalt lyies riteraaase

Sponsored by the UPS Mortar Board.
For more information, go to httpglasups.ups.edulclubslmortarboard.html.
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Security Services addresses parking concerns
By Rachel Gross
rgross@ups.edu

News Writer
Although students have complained about the lack of
availability of on-campus parking this year, there has
been no increase in the number of registered cars.
Last year, 1,058 resident and commuter students registered their cars and this year only 1,015 have.
Security Services, which is in charge of on-campus
parking and parking enforcement, reevaluates each
summer the number of spots allocated to students and
this year there was no change in the number of spaces
available.
"Security Services did change one lot from residential
to general parking," Security Services Director Todd
Badham said.
The Biology Department bought two new boats this
summer and Security Services also worked on finding
storage space for them so they would not take up parking spaces.
"We fight tooth and nail for individual spots," Badham said.
Construction of Harned Hall has had little effect on
students' parking in the Thompson lot.
Five spaces are reserved for contractors and inspectors, but all other members of the construction crew
park in the Fieldhouse lot to avoid impacting students
and the surrounding neighborhood.
The Fieldhouse parking lot is one of the places Security Services recommends for student parking.
Other areas that often have available spots are N.13th
St., N. Lawrence Ave. and the N. 18th St. lot.

Darfur

Both the Thompson lot and the Wheelock Student
Center lot are generally full during the day.
Sophomore Lexi Bryant, who usually parks in the
Wheelock Student Center lot, said the lot is always 99
percent full.
"I always get the very last space," Bryant said.
Much of the traffic and parking issues at UPS are a
result of movement within campus.
Students who live on Union Ave. will drive to class or
students who live in Harrington will drive to the Fieldhouse when they could walk.
"There is a double standard at UPS," Badham said.
"This is because while there is an emphasis on sustainability on campus, students are parking instead of walking."
Although upperclassmen often complain about an
increase of the number of freshmen with cars, this is
not the case, according to Assistant Director of Security
Services Danette Smith.
Less than 20 percent of the freshmen have cars registered with Security Services, the same number as last
year, she said.
This year, similar to last year, about 50 percent of the
senior class has cars registered.
Freshmen often have the most praise for Security
Services when they come in to register their cars because they happy with the parking availablity and lack
of charge.
"We have a different philosophy than other campuses," Badham said.
UPS wants residents to park as close as possible to
where they live, while other schools make residents
park on the outskirts of campus and allow commuters to
park in the center of campus.

continued from page 1

Amnesty International President sophomore Lindsay
McAuley said.
Junior Colin Neagle disagreed that the Darfur Fast approximated a refugee's experience.
"I still have all these other luxuries that distract me
from hunger," Neagle said. "Refugees don't have food
and they're probably working a lot harder than me. It
made me realize that it's not enough to just give people
food; there's a lot more that goes into being hungry."
Freshman Jacob Minne pointed out that fasting was
his own personal choice.
"I had the choice not to eat, but refugees can't eat because of outside forces," Minne said. "I can just kind
of imagine the anger I would have if I didn't have that
choice."
McAuley said Darfur is going to be the main focus of

Amnesty International at UPS this year.
Club organizers hope to hold a concert called "Jamnesty" in coordination with other campus clubs, which
will raise money for Darfur and other humanitarian
clubs.
Stirling said she was encouraged by the responses she
got from UPS students while promoting the fast at a
table in the Wheelock Student Center.
"The response was enough for us to feel cool about it
while we were tabling," Stirling said.
Stirling said she encourages students to write to Senators in support of the Darfur Accountability Act and to
the United Nations, because the Sudanese government
is not really making much of a move.

AILTEVNATIVIE
SITING 131DEAIIC
In New Uric City
March 15i-19.2

Join VAVA for
Prespectives
on Violence

Jessica Bruce is hungry just thinking about fasting.

A panel discussion will be
held to celebrate National
Day of Action Oct. 20 at 7:30
p.m. in Trimble Forum
Applications are avail
in Whedock 208
Due no later than 5pm
On November 4, 2005
Questions? E-mail DOS @up& u
Co-spo
by:
Film and Theatre Society
UPSSt
Student Altai

What are you doing for
Spring Break?

The panel will feature guest
lecturers Mirelle Cohen of the
Comparative Sociology Department, Kirk Newring of the
Psychology Department and
Carol Lentz, an advocate for the
Sexual Assault Center of Pierce
County. Other guests will include Nancy Bristow from the
History Department and Associate Dean for Student Development Mike Segawa
A slam poetry event will follow
at 10 p.m. in the Café
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Though parking seems to have been limited, there are
actually less registered cars on campus than last year.
"We are always trying to change to culture on campus
and reduce the amount of vehicles," Badham said.
Security Services also monitors the presence of bikes
on campus and Badham noted that there has been an
increase in the number of bikes this year.
This is good news, according to Badham, because it
shows we're already progressing towards a change in a
way of thinking about transportation to campus.
As a part of the Master Planning Process, Security
Services will continue to look to accommodate more
bikes on campus.

•

Rachel Gross guarantees a fist fight with anyone who tries
to take her parking spot.

C apsule— continued from page 1
anawas, President Edward Todd's personal copy of the
Bible that included notes resembling sermons and several speeches.
"There were some things in there that the archivist
didn't have," Dougharty said.
Elizabeth Knight, who is the Science Liaison Librarian and the University Archives Coordinator, got a
chance to look at the contents of the box.
"There were speeches that we didn't have and we
didn't have Dr. Todd's personal. copy of the Bible,"
Knight said.
After the various materials were analyzed, they were
stabilized and put on display in Wheelock, where they I
will remain until spring, when the box will be replaced.
"We're going to replace the box and stabilize the contents," Knight said, "I'll be putting in some acid free
paper to help preserve the condition they're in."
There were several reasons that a time capsule was set
in Kittredge Hall, such as tradition and the celebration
of student accomplishment.
"An alumni actually came and tracked me down at a
Tacoma Rainer's game and told me that this sort of thing
was standard practice at the time," Dougharty said.
Mathematics and Computer Science Professor Bob
Matthews was writing a history of Kittredge Hall and
was able to provide some background information for
the curious incident.
In a spat of construction that included Kittredge, Collins Memorial Library and the extension to Anderson
Hall, the "pay-as-you-go" method wasn't working to
plan. Construction was looming and the lowest bid far
exceeded the amount of money the university had.
In an effort to get the building done, students campaigned for the administration to cancel two days of
class for a fundraising effort.
President Todd was, in his own words, "pleased, yes,
even surprised by this hearty response" and agreed with
the plan.
The students sought fundraising all over Tacoma, setting up a headquarters named 'bricks-krieg' while selling bricks for fifty cents apiece to various residents.
The students then earned the rest of the money (about
$900) to build their student union building.
The discovery has prompted consideration of other •
time capsules on campus. There is the centennial time
capsule to be opened in 2088 that sits in the bench between the first and second floors of Jones. Above the
ASUPS offices, there is another time capsule that is instructed to be opened 2017.
"It kind of makes me want to go and look at the corner
stones of all the other buildings," Israel said.
Dougharty has noticed a trend in the past few years •
regarding campus history.
"Students now are a lot more interested in the history
of the campus then they were 20 or 30 years ago. People
ask about the hatchet and investigate things that were of
no interest some years ago," Dougharty said.

•

Brandon Lueken wonders if he should put his Hanson CDs
into his own time capsule.
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Skating towards disaster
Katie Azarow

kazarow@ups.edu

•

Opinions Assistant Editor

Living in the hippie-conducive
environment of the UPS campus, it
makes sense that students will try
their hardest to fit in with their fellow hair-growing, tree-hugging cohorts. However, I
believe that when it comes to modes of transportation,
things have been taken just a little bit too far.
My beef is simple: skateboarders. Now I'm not saying that I have a problem with every person that has
ever ridden a skateboard; however, I pretty much do.
It's not the fact that they can go up to incredible
speeds, simulate surfing on concrete or jet out of potentially dangerous or embarrasing situations; it's not
even the fact that a skateboard cannot even compare to
111. the price of a motor vehicle. The problem is that skateboarders "ride" on the sidewalks.
Where as cars get the road, bikes get the bike lane,
the last time I checked, I am pretty certain that people
who were walking had priority on the sidewalks!
I am fully aware that hippies often times do not think
on the same wavelength as the rest of us. However, one
day, a person will be severly injured by a hippie collision, and what will we do then?
I know what I'll do! I will say, "I should have yelled
at the skateboarding hippies a long time ago!"
I think that my problem could be grounded in the fact
that I stand barely five-feet tall and therefore am fairly fragile to monstrous mounds of pot and dreadlocks
cruising through the Quad.
-131
1
However, I am not the only one who feels that skateboarders are a danger to society. I have been headed to
the SUB too many times to count when I have heard
gasps coming from people who had just experienced
close encounters of the skateboarding kind.
By this, I mean that they were almost flattened like
a pancake on the sidewalk, while some dude on his
skateboard flew by and gave some remark about how
sidewalks are made for skateboarders.
But the sidewalks are not the only danerous environments for skateboarding related incidents. If you are
.

•

wondering where other skateboard accients occur, I'll
give you three guesses when you really only need one.
Personally, I feel that the Rotunda should be closed
until further notice; as long as people are still riding the
waves of cement that I like to call sidewalks.
I am certain, beyond all reasonable doubt, that one
day, a hippie will fly down the hill and straight into the
glass windows that are the Rotunda. And at that moment, some innocent bystander, trying to eat lunch in
peace, will be served a side of hippie and glass shards
with their macaroni and cheese.
It may appear that I am anti-hippie, but this is not
the case. I simply wish that my only threat on campus
was the random Tacoma locals that try to sell me their
hip-hop CD's outside of the SUB. But now, I must also
listen for a gust of wind coming my way that signifies a
"hippie-on- the-move-alert" too!
I had thought that college days were supposed to
be care-free! I understand that telling a hippie to stop
skateboarding is like telling Jenna Jameson to stop having sex; but I think that, like anything in life, a compromise can be made. And if we can't come to some sort
of a compromise, then I suggest 'Plan B.'
My suggestions may seem harsh, but I have learned
that one must fight fire with fire. Therefore, I propose
that all walking students invest in a "Skip-It."
No, I am not kidding around here. Remember those
plastic balls connected to about three feet of rubbery
plastic that you played with when you were seven. The
thing you always tripped your friends with on the playground?
Now that we are all on the same page, this is what
you must do with your Skip-It. Whenever you are going, wheter it be to the SUB, or to class, you must begin to frantically Skip-It down the sidewalk (preferably
tight in the center).
Then, when you feel the gust of wind behind you, or
smell the sweet patchouli floating down from Schiff,
start up the engine of your old Skip-It and extend all
three feet of rope circularly around your ankle. Do not
give up until you have tripped a hippie skateboarder,
because trust me, they will knock you down one of
these days!
If you think Katie Azarow is crazy with her Skip-It, you
should check out what she can do with a Pogo stick.

Being easy makes me queasy
Ella McNeil-Doty action because you're wearing jeans
flats? Do you really think guys
edoty@ups.edu and
care all that much about what's on
Opinions Writer your feet? Well, I do know some
guys who care, but trust me, they're
usually terrible kissers.
You arrive at
And furthermore, do you really
a party 10 or so want to attract that kind of attenblocks off cam- tion? When you dress like that, all a
pus.. You were smart and found guy sees is your miniskirt, and that's
someone to drive you there so you probably all he'll remember about
wouldn't have to do the drunken you too. The, next day, when he restumble back to your bed in the rain counts your meeting, he'll be able
at 3 a.m. You look around and in to say what color your skirt was, but
the corner stands a group of fresh- your name? Forget about it.
. man girls, all damp from their rain
Wouldn't you *ant to make a more
soaked walk. And every one of them lasting impression? Wouldn't you
is in miniskirts and heels
want them to remember that joke
It's a very common scene, and you told or the semi-intelligent/semione that personally I don't quite un- drunk comment you made? Do you
derstand. Miniskirts? Its 45 degrees really want to be that easy? Don't
outside. Heels? It's freaking raining. you have a little self-respect?
Girls, you are not going to get laid
Oh, and by the way, guys don't al4p tonight. All you're going to get it is a ways want someone that's that easy.
cold and a sore rear from when you Well, some do, but those are not the
slip in your heels and fall on your guys that you want, even for one
ass.
night. Boys want to think that they
Why girls dress like this when they have won you over. They want to
go to parties is beyond me. Do you believe that it was because of their ,
really think that you can't get some "game" or "skills" that made you

hook-up with them, not because you
turned them on with some smutty
outfit.
You can easily pick up guys, attractive and quality boys, by simply
dressing casually. Besides, when
you dress casually, you're usually
more comfortable. And a girl who
is relaxed and comfortabre in her
environment looks confident, and
confidence is very sexy. You will'
also probably be able to dance more
freely when you aren't worrying that
ypur skirt is going to ride up or your
strapless brads going to fall down.
The best way to get a boy's attention: say "hello." The confidence it
takes to introduce yourself to a guy
is a big turn on. It's a casual way to
let a guy know you're interested in
getting to know him. And lastly, I
know you've probably heard this a
million times but, just be yourself.
Let the fun, crazy, intelligent, sexy
you shine through. What guy can say
no to that?
If Ella McNeil-Doty 's at a party, you
might as well turn around and leave,
because girl, you ain't got no chance.

•
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In Issue 3, Oct. 7, the following errors occured:
In the Sports Section, the UPS Club Hockey team was referred to as an all-male
team. There are two female hockey players on the team this year.

In the Features profile of the Town Crier Speaks Festival, all photos were credited to
Daniel Adler. Four photos were taken by David Evans last year.

LEI 1ER TO THE
EDITOR
Dear Editor,
In 1973, in the arboreal woods of Saskatchewan,
my grandfather Albert Fletcher was killed by a
Grizzly bear in a gruesome attack. As you might
imagine, the discovery of a Grizzly' bear parading
around the Homecoming football game came as a
terrible, upsetting and offensive shock to me. In
all truth however, and to my great dismay, I was
not actually present for the game. Additionally,
my grandfather was not killed by a bear.
I still don't like the new mascot though. Homecoming weekend marked the glorious debut of the
Grizzly as our new school mascot. The unveiling
of the Grizzly comes after almost a year of controversy over the potential for acquiring an official
mascot. It seems that initially, the University was
concerned with drawing attention to its lack of
ethnic diversity by sponsoring the traditional but
stereotypically white Logger mascot. After the
Logger itself was denied, plans to get a large blue
ox got underway but were scrapped because some
faculty objected that the ox looked too masculine.
Finally, the image of a grizzly was agreed upon
because it didn't offend anybody.
The obvious problem is that a grizzly is a far
cry from our actual mascot the Logger. The University thinks it can skirt this issue by calling the
Grizzly a "spirit character".
The problem at the heart of the matter is that
UPS does have very little ethnic diversity. Rather
than try and gloss over the issue, maybe we should
make greater, more tangible efforts to address it
directly and make changes. The mascot of a university has no direct relationship to anything substantial at a school.
UPS could take lessons from Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota. Like Puget Sound,
Macalester is located in an area that draws upon a
largely white local demographic, but unlike UPS,
Macalester is one of many schools that has made
diversity a priority in providing a well-rounded,
liberal arts education. The mascot of Macalester
is the Fighting Scotsman, and their "spirit character", accordingly, is a red haired, white skinned
Scotsman. Despite the fairly "white" and "nonrepresentative" mascot, Macalester had 78 different countries represented in its 2005 graduating
class of 450 students. In addition, Macalester has
recently offered 50 spots free of tuition to students
from Dillard University, an African American college in New Orleans. We're not Macalester, but it
doesn't mean that we can't take cues from other
colleges.
The newly instituted grizzly bear is a lame
mascot, and it masks an even lamer attempt to cover our school's white bread nature. Baked goods
aside, trying to hide the problem of homogeneity
at our campus is not an effort that we should go
breaking our necks over. There are many challenges that I'm sure the University is more than
aware of, and in some ways, the efforts to make
changes will be backbreaking work. But in denying these issues of diversity, however, it is possible to inadvertently make a greater statement and
leave more up to interpretation than if things were
put right out on the table. Exposure to different
people and different ways of life are innate and intrinsically important aspects of a good education,
and these issues should move to forefront of the
school's agenda.
,

Yours,
Sam Christman

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to all articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor.
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board.
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter
that is submitted for publication. Letters must be
signed with a full name and contact information
and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to CMB 1095.
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Questioning
the Sprinklers
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Emily Knudsen
eknudsen@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
It was 10 p.m. and I was walking
home from work when I heard that
all too familiar sound of water racing through the pipes
before I saw it shoot out and gush over the lawn and
walkways before me.
Though it was quite the task to return to my door without becoming soaking wet, I still considered myself one
of the lucky ones. I could have easily been stranded
on the pathway amidst the rushing cascades with little
chance to save myself.
At least I saw it coming and was able to devise a strategy. Timing is essential in these types of operations to
avoid the powerful spray from the thousands of sprinkler heads lining the paths and sporadically imbedded
throughout the grass. Just as Iran past one, the next one
in line started coming right towards me.
I had a split-second to race past it before the first one
came back at me. It was a tricky procedure. In the end,
however, I was able to get to the door of Trimble, out of
breath, but I was thankful that the spray had only just
caught the edge of my pant leg. It could have been much
worse.
This phenomenon has not just been a hassle and an
annoyance to me; it has led me to question other shortcomings of the sprinkler system on campus. For example, is the grass on campus perhaps being at tad bit overwatered?
Having grown up in the Pacific Northwest, I have
always been concerned about environmental matters.
During a drought, my family makes sure to conserve
their water usage, meaning that we let the lawn become
dry and crispy in the summer because we know it will
revive itself in the fall.
This is a beautiful campus; however, I do not believe
the aesthetics of our university should be prioritized
over sustainability. I do not find it necessary to water
the campus as much as it has been.
This issue of over-watering first came to my'attention
during a day of stormy weather in my freshmen year. I
saw two students cutting across the North Quad to reduce their exposure time to the elements.
To their dismay, the sprinklers added to their plight, as
they were now being pelted by water at all angles. Then
one of the girls lost her sandal in the sticky layer of mud.
I was perplexed, as was she. Why would the sprinklers
be on when campus was being flooded?
A couple weeks ago, when I had my own personal
fight with the sprinklers, I could not help but wonder
why the sprinklers were pointed directly over the walkways. Were they defective or was someone in Facilities
watching the humorous duel?
I wanted to find out, so I contacted some students that
work for the Sustainability Committee. They directed
me to their supervisor, who directed me to someone in
Facilities, who directed me to their supervisor ... At the
end of it all, I was left with no information and a headache caused by confusion and frustration.
Apparently, trying to be informed was overstepping
my boundaries, even though the Talloires Declaration,
which commits us to environmental sustainability, vows
to encourage "information exchange."
(If Facilities changes their mind, I still most definitely
would like to be informed and would be happy to correct any unfair assumptions I may have made in this article.)
The students' concern for campus sustainability should
not end with coffee mugs. Saturating the grass to the
point of creating mud traps; watering unseen patches
of grass, like behind the Field House; and water runoff spilling into the road are all problems that can be
addressed without compromising the appearance of our
campus.
Emily secretly wants you to tackle her in the mud.

We encourage faculty
editorials! Write to us:
trailops@ups.edu

Massive
Monkeys

•

STEWART JENKINS

Homecoming reeks of high school
you don't care because your date is paying and then only
eating half of the complimentary salad before saying
you're too full and letting the rest of your meal just sit
there like a testament to how much of your date's money
you're wasting—damn you Jenny Faber!
As you can tell, I have some fond memories of high
Like many, I live in a cloud of school, and have come up with a number of suggestions
perpetual ignorance. So it was no to help bring back those glory days. First off, as much
surprise to learn that, once again, as some of you may dislike the food at the SUB, if we
I had been left out of the loop; ap- want to pass ourselves off as a high school we will have If
parently the pull-out method doesn't work. I was even to drop the quality much lower.
more shocked, however, to learn that we had a HomeGoodbye vegan and vegetarian cuisine; if the hippies
coming dance. Not only that, but there was actually a want to eat they can have white rice or pick the meat off
Homecoming King and Queen, who just happened to be of the regular fare. As for the rest us, say hello to cheap
a football player and a cheerleader! (No, the football nachos on Wednesdays and pure s**t every other day.
player was the King. I know —boom
Remember, the point of this food is not so much to
Let me just say up front that I think this is brilliant. I nourish as to give you horrible, scarring, life-altering,
haven't thought about high school in years, and to bring juice-filled acne. If you actually want food with some
it back in such a grandiose form—why, the audacity of nutrition, go eat some jerky.
it is simply breathtaking. The only question now is, why
Beyond food, I take serious issue with the amount of
stop?
freedom on this campus. How can we be expected to
There are literally thousands of ways we can make learn with no hall monitors, bathroom passes or sick
UPS more like high school, and to stop now would be notes?
like going to a fancy restaurant before prom and orderThe other day I needed to go to the bathroom during
ing a huge meal which costs thousands of dollars but class, so I just left! I didn't need to ask, I wasn't given
SEE HIGH SCHOOL PAGE 7

Russell Howe
rhowe@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
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From the brighter side: a faculty contribution
By William Haltom
haltom@ups.edu
Guest Faculty Writer
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President Bush's nomination of Harriet Miers to be
an Associate Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court brings
to mind a founding-father, a foundering senator and a
floundering president. I think Ms. Miers has fallen in
with a rough crowd.
When I heard that President Bush had nominated his
close associate and White House lawyer — Dubya's
John Dean — to the Court, I uttered two statements.
The first was "Well, that certainly puts to rest any allegations regarding cronyism in the Bush Administration!" The second may be more liberal-artsy, for it
demonstrates useless learning. "Hey, Alex Hamilton.
do you ever get tired of being wrong?"
In Federalist # 76, Mr. Hamilton wrote:
"To what purpose then require the co-operation of the
Senate? I answer, that the necessity of their concurrence
would have a powerful, though, in general, a silent operation. It would be an excellent check upon a spirit of favoritism in the President, and would tend greatly to prevent the
appointment of unfit characters from State prejudice, from
family connection, from personal attachment, or from a
view to popularity. ...He would be both ashamed and afraid
to bring forward, for the most distinguished or lucrative
stations, candidates who had no other merit than that of
coming from the same State to which he particularly belonged, or of being in some way or other personally allied
to him, or of possessing the necessary insignificance and
pliancy to render them the obsequious instruments of his
pleasure."

Yeah, whatever, Al!
Senator Roman Hruska of Nebraska came closer to
the mark in defense of G. Harrold Carswell: even if he
was mediocre, there are a lot of mediocre judges and
people and lawyers. They are entitled to a little representation, aren't they, and a little chance? We can't
have all Brandeises and Cardozos and Frankfurters and
stuff like that there.
We should be so lucky that we should have to worry
about having too many justices of the quality of Louis
Brandeis, Benjamin Cardozo or Felix Frankfurter.
Even if that were a realistic worry, I should expect
that anti-Semitism would prevent an all-Jewish Court.
So maybe Ms. Miers's flimsy record is just the President's attempt to represent the mass of Americans on
the Court. Or maybe Bill O'Reilly and Jon Stewart did
not want to take the cut in pay. Dunno.

a time to be back by, I didn't have to beg for a pass —in
fact I could have just left class altogether and not come
back!
At the very least, the professor could have made a sarcastic comment, or rolled his eyes, or shown some sort
of public disapproval to let the class know that bodily
functions are unnatural and that and I should be shunned
for admitting to indulgence in such gross and unsanitary
habits. Instead, he just continued talking as if he wasn't
bothered at all.
I don't know if this was laziness or just inattention
on his part, but the overall message was, "it is okay to
pee," a message which I find completely irresponsible
and one you won't find around high schools. Today it's
okay to pee, tomorrow it's okay to solicit pre-schools
for kiddy porn talent.
The real issue though, is location and size; everything else is just window icing and cake dressing. High
schools are not the gigantic sprawling "kingdoms" of
learning and education associated with modern universities—they are tiny, cloistered communities where students are cordoned off from the rest of society, much
like monkeys at a zoo.
I think many students would be reminded of their high
school if the UPS student body was cut back to only a
couple thousand or so, and if the campus was relocated
away from the center of Tacoma—perhaps out in the
middle of a residential neighborhood somewhere.
I know there are some who might think this is too
drastic, but until UPS becomes small and suburban it
will never remind anyone of high school. If we all work
together, we can make UPS worthy of a Homecoming
dance...now if only we could make Jenny Faber pay me
back for that wasted meal.
Russell is still learning how to move on and accept college
for what it is.
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Beating
PLU in foot
ball after 17
years
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OPEN–ENDED
FORUM

What I do know is that Harriet Miers will be confirmed by the Republican Senate as if she were remotely qualified. And I have every confidence that she will
view executive power, governmental secrecy and the
propriety of torture and arrest expansively. That shortrun advantage rather than ideological purity best accounts for her nomination, I guess.
So what? So many of the most cherished principles
that the Bush administration and its allies proclaim
will be shown one more time to be convenient blather.
President Bush promised to appoint justices like Scalia
and Thomas. Justices Scalia and Thomas each endorse
versions of originalism, the belief that constitutional
language should be interpreted in line with the intentions or other views of those who created or ratified
the language. Other than Alexander Hamilton, who
believed in executive potency, and John Adams, who
believed in a monarchy, exactly which framer endorsed
a presidency in which our chief executive is free to imprison citizens and aliens at his discretion or that of
his underlings, or in which the president may squander treasure and young women and men to improve his
own political prospects by committing troops to preemptive strikes around the globe?
In sum, "originalism," like "judicial activism," is
merely shibboleth through which the mendacious advance their malfeasance.
What to do? Why not do what an education in the
liberal arts equips you to do? Robinson Jeffers covered
the topic in "Be angry at the sun" (1941):
That public men publish falsehoods
Is nothing new.
That America must accept
Like the historical republics corruption and empire
Has been known for years.
Be angry at the sun for setting
If these things anger you.
Let boys want pleasure, and men
Struggle for power, and women perhaps for fame,
And the servile to serve a Leader and the dupes
to be duped.
Yours is not theirs.

WHO DO YOU THINK
"GRIZZ" REALLY

Is?

Lipika Choudhury, senior
"John Morgan loves to dress up,
and he has nothing better to do."
•

Rachel Decker, senior
"SRP — she can't get enough of
this place. "
Sarah Koik, junior
"It's me."

•

Steven Hackett, junior
"If I told you, then I would have to
kill you, so I refuse to say."

•

Katie Bush, junior
"I don't know, but I kind of like the
mystery of it all!"

•

Or, as Jim Carrey observed in "Liar Liar" when an
auto body shop scratched his car,
"... I am going to piss and moan like an impotent jerk,
and then bend over and take it up the tailpipe!"
To which the body man replied, "You've been here before, haven't ya?"

Michelle Gustafson, senior
"My friends and I have narrowed it
down to someone who's really tall
and has no butt."

Yes! We have all been here before (Crosby, Stills,
Nash, Young; 1970).

High school — CONT. FROM PAGE 6
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Dear Editor,

Letter to the Editor

I am a freshman and a few weeks
ago I was talking to my professor
about some writings I would like to
get published. He suggested that I
check out the school newspaper to
see if I would want to send my writings in to them. So next to his office, I for the first time, pick up the
November 23', 2005 edition of
The Trail. As soon as I got back to
my room I started to look over the
news paper. I soon came to an article titled "Hook-ups 101" by Ella
McNeil-Doty. To say the least this
article was very disturbing.
I was under the impression that I
was attending an upper level college.
Was I wrong to assume that UPS
would have sophisticated intellectual
students instead of the stereotypical
students that constantly party and
never go to class? No I was not, for
the most part I find that I was right
but if I were some visitor or a perspective student and decided to read
the school newspaper, I can tell you
right now I would not have a good
first impression of the school at all.
There are many problems that
I have with Ella's article. My first
problem is with her friend. According to Ella, her friend was at a party
(most likely drinking), met a guy she
as never met before and had sex with

him. After they finished, she noticed
that he had left his shoes on and Ella's friend became very insulted.
Please tell me that I'm not the only
one that has noticed what is severely
wrong with this situation.
If this girl is having sex with random guys that she just met while
most likely drinking, I would say she
has a lot bigger problems to worry
about than if the guy left his shoes on
or not. I would not be exaggerating
to say that I think my I.Q. dropped
a few points after reading that story.
Plus I'm even further flabbergasted
that another living, breathing, human
being (Ella) actually agrees with this
person.
The rest of Ella's article prescribes
the dos and don'ts of "hook-ups"
aka "one night stands". These pointers are ridiculous and it says a little something about a person who
makes rules and uses them for one
night stands.
Ella recommends that one chooses
someone to have the one night stand
with that he/she does not look to having any sort of relationship with at
anytime in the future. Then to top
it all off, Ella says that closing one's
eyes during the sexual encounter prevents emotional feelings from developing. After all one must "do what
you have to do to protect your heart"
(please read that sentence with a sar-
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castic tone).
But my biggest problem is that
the article was published in the first
place. I do understand that it was in
the opinions column but still why
choose such a subject. I have two
theories of why The Trail may have
decided to print the article.
The first is that the staff of the
newspaper really can't identify good
journalsim and will print anything.
The second and most likely reason
is that The Trail is scraping the bottom of the barrel for articles to fill
up space and therefore are forced to
print just about anything.
All I'm trying to say is that the students of UPS deserve to read articles
of substance in their school newspaper. Here is a good rule for deciding
what opinion articles to write and
publish.
If you wouldn't want to put the
article on your resume of if you
wouldn't want people to use your
article to form opinions about your
school, you shouldn't under any circumstances write/publish the article.
Ella, the article was well written and
it sounds like you are a good journalist, but in this case you picked a very
poor article to write.

With concern,
Jeremy Andrew Ciarabellini
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Students listen in while KUPS plays hip tunes
By Stephanie Syrett
ssyrett@ups.edu Campus Bubble Writer

play a different Public Service Announcement.
"They can be random, like facts regarding violence
against women," senior Erica McGillivray said.
Her show, Campaign 2020, is listed under the alternative music genre.
There is a place on campus, dark and mysterious, that
The DJs are also required to play four songs from rogarners strange passing glances and desperate glimpses tation every hour for every genre, except on weekends,
into the interior. Students often wonder what goes on when rotation is optional.
in the room beyond the extremely creepy poster, which
Songs on rotation include singles and tracks that are
also happens to house the institution known as KUPS.
brand new to the music scene, including Tacoma and
The Sound, the student-run radio station, can be heard Seattle bands.
blaring away on 90.1 F.M., and in the hallway to the
"It's really great having access to all of the new music
mailroom and the Cellar all hours of the day. The black that comes out," junior Jana Howard said.
light and plethora of rock stickers give it a strange boHer show, "All That Glitters," plays a mixture of inhemian air, and the cool voices of the DJs float through die rock, emo, dance and punk.
the speakers. What really goes on
Many DJ's have ideas or themes for their shows
"It's really great having
behind the closed door?
and play music in their favorite genre.
DJs like different things, do dif- access to all of the new
Senior Megan Buscho has a show called "Hear
ferent activities and are all togeth- music that comes out."
Here," which solely features Northwest local
er different people except for one
bands.
—Jana Howard
thing: their love of music.
Senior Cassie Lucarelli's show, "Sweet Mysery"
It is important to know that be- junior
revolves around metal and hard rock and is not reing a DJ isn't entirely a bed of
stricted to the Northwest.
roses. Each DJ has certain obliOnce they are offered a time slot, DJs have to go
gations to fulfill every time he or
through rigorous training to make sure they understand
she speaks into the microphone. They must say a legal the regulations of the station and the FCC.
station ID (which says "KUPS, 90.1 FM, the Sound") at
"We have a really small budget, so we have to be carethe top of every hour.
ful to avoid FCC fines. There are many that most peoAlso, at the 15 and 45 minute marks of every hour, ple don't even know exist," Lucarelli said.
the DJ's are required to play a KUPS liner which says
After completing training, it's purely the music and
"The Sound," and at the half hour mark they have to the microphone, as the DJ's are set loose, given freedom
.

to air their shows in whichever way they would like.
"The radio station has this weirdly awesome dynamic.
No one can see you, but you are broadcasting all over,"
Howard said.
Each show lasts one semester, and every DJ is required
to reapply every semester. There are currently about 115
DJs, but the core staff wants to reduce that number to
100 in the coming years.
When asked how they balance being a DJ and being a
UPS student, all four said that it's not tough.
"I have a lot of commitments, but this is the fun one,
so I keep the balance pretty easily," Buscho said.
Each DJ has either a one hour or two hour time- slot
that they fill with the music they love.
Lucarelli, Howard, McGillivray and Buscho have each
had a show since their freshman year. It's obvious that
these individuals, bubbling with enthusiasm for their
shows and their music, love what they do at KUPS.
Of course it's not solely about the music. A good portion of radio is exposing others to music they may or
may not have heard before.
"It's great to get the word our about a great new band
that nobody has heard about yet," McGillivray said.
Regardless of your musical taste, you are bound to
find someone working the KUPS microphone who you
agree with. If you can't find any, apply to be an official
KUPS DJ yourself next semester.
Tune in to 90.1 FM or http://kups.ups.edu/ to listen
to KUPS.
Stephanie Syrett loves music. Some day she may work
the microphone at KUPS if she can brave the darkness.

$
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UPS Group Advocates Flood Awareness and LID
By Eric Englund
eenglund@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Editor
In light of the recent catastrophe
in New Orleans and the increasing
amount of damage, injury and pollution caused by flooding across the nation, a collection of UPS students have
formed a group called, "Putting a LID
on Flooding." Their team is composed
of seniors Austin Stockwell and Kelly
Markin, and juniors Zach Uhlman and
Jenna Boykoff.
"Our goal is to raise flood awareness,
propose new legislation, reevaluate
current methods of flood control and
enlighten the general population about
Low Impact Development," Stockwell
said. "We have a huge problem right
now. For example, a four block area
along the Puyallup River has received
over $1.5 million in flood damage
compensation over the past 25 years."
Low Impact Development, commonly referred to as LID, is a land development and stormwater management
strategy that emphasizes protection of
natural features integrated with engineered, small-scale stormwater controls to manage drainage and maintain
or more closely mimic pre-developed
watershed functions.
Urbanization and the associated
changes in the movement of stormwater over and through the landscape are
some of the greatest and most complex
threats to water quality, water supplies
and the aquatic habitats in our nation.
Transitioning from forest areas to
constructed environments results in
increased impervious surfaces, such
as roads, parking areas, sidewalks,
rooftops and compacted soils.
The native vegetation and the upper
soil levels responsible for the evaporation, transpiration and storage of

"Students need
to understand
the importance
before changes
will show."
Jonathan Blum

stormwater are removed in this case.
This negatively impacts the quality
of water, as stormwater flowing from
impervious surfaces collects and carries oil, heavy metals, pesticides and
other pollutants to streams, lakes, wetlands and other bodies of water.
In Western Washington, the salmon
population in rivers and the Puget
Sound has been negatively impacted
by polluted water runoff.
By investing money now, future
losses can be minimized. Restructuring current floodgates and implementing Low Impact Development may
seem like an enormous task, but in the
long run is well worth the construction
costs.
"One of our biggest setbacks is that
hardly anyone has ever heard of Low
Impact Development," Uhlmann said.
"Pierce County has been wary to invest money in LID, but if more people
knew what it was and what it can do
for them, the County would be much
more likely to spend the money now
rather than after problems occur."
The group has been in contact with
the mayor of Sumner, who shares their
same goal and is the head of the local watershed council. They are also
working to get publicity in the Tacoma Tribune and the Puyallup Herald
amongst other local newspapers.
"Working with influential people that
have the same desire as us to spread
awareness will help us make a difference in the community," Markin said.
With the population expected to
double in the next 50 years, it is best
to formulate a plan before forests are
replaced by roads and buildings, and
water control is completely forgotten in the complex developmental
schemes of big business.
Turning rural areas into residential
and industrial areas is extremely profitable, and in the push to maximize

"What are they?
I haven't been
impacted at
all."

PHOTO COURTESY OF ERIC ENGLUND

Jenna Boykoff, Zach Uhlmann, and Austin Stockwell work to publicize LID.
gains, problems associated with flooding are not a priority of builders.
"So much can be done for this area,"
Stockwell said. "With all of the rain
and mountain run-off, a lot of water
flows through Tacoma and its neighboring towns directly into our water
sources and the Puget Sound."
In areas where LID has been incorporated, the benefits are already showing. In a nine acre parcel in North
Pierce County, adjacent to Fife called
Hylebos Creek, LID has been accepted as a part of the community.
The old storm pond has been reduced
by 66% and more vegetation has been
incorporated into the local area. Water
pollution has been reduced, and financially, there has been an approximate
9% cost savings to developers.
The Hylebos is a stream that drains
large portions of southern King County and northern Pierce County. There
are many challenges provided by this
site, including wetlands, steep slopes,
native forest areas and glacial till
soils, characteristics that are common
throughout developmental areas in the
Puget Sound.

"Yeah, because
the sustainability
mugs are
sweet."

This leads experts to believe that if
LID technology continues to work in
this area, it can be applied anywhere.
"Putting a LID on Flooding" is
scheduled to hold demonstrations
for the general community in early
December both on and off campus.
Watch for posters around school with
further information.
"Many people besides us are working to publicize Low Impact Development and make some changes around
here," Boykoff said.
If you ever see LID come up in
your local legislation, know that it is a
positive step towards flood control and
works to reduce water pollution.
Preliminary indications show that
LID saves money, so support your fellow UPS students and work to reduce
injury and damage from flooding and
contaminated water.
New Orleans has shown the country
how damaging flooding can be. We
must amend the current policies and
work to be better prepared for flooding locally, nationally and globally.
Eric Englund promotes LID. Jump on the
bandwagon and help control harmful floods.
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UPS HIGHLIGHTS
ROMEO and Jul let
Oct. 21, 22, 26 & 27
@ 7:30 PM
Norton Clap Theatre
$7 for UPS community
Tickets available at the Info Center

a

•
4

HORROR FILM
FESTIVAL presents
"Dracula"
Oct. 20 @ 9 p.m in Wyatt 101

CAMPUS FILMS
OCT 14-16: BATMAN BEGINS
OCT 28-30: THE INTERPRETER

NINA
TOTENBERG

and
"The Supreme
Court and its
Impact on You"
NPR's Award-Winning Legal Affairs
Correspondant
Fall 2005 Speaker Series
Oct. 26 @ 8 p.m.
Schneebeck Concert Hall
Free! Go now before it's sold out!
Tickets available at the Info Center

at Kittredge:

Paintings by Elise Richman &
photographs ANWR

Err 103 fr i @ 9:30 p.m & midnight
Sat @ 8 & 10:30 p.m
Sun @ 6 & 8:30 p.m

Oct. 24-29
HOURS: M-F: 10 a.m-5 p.m S: noon-5 p.m

SEATTLE
•

FRIDAY OCT. 14
7 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs.
Phoenix Suns at Key Arena
8 p.m. Richard Lewis at the
Moore Theatre
8 p.m. Oct. 14 and Oct. 15
Government Mule at the Showbox
Theater
SATURDAY OCT. 15
8p.m. Norm Macdonald at the
Moore Theatre

TACOMA

SUNDAY OCT. 16
5:30 p.m. Seattle Seahawks vs.
Houston Texans at Qwest Field.
8 p.m. Sheryl Crow at the
Paramount Theatre
WEDNESDAY OCT. 19
7 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs.
the Los Angeles Clippers at the
Key Arena
8 p.m. Dar Williams at the
Moore Theatre

•

FRIDAY OCT. 14
8 p.m. X-Fighting Championships in the Tacoma Dome. Pacific
Northwest Invitational Class A Mixed Martial Arts Cage Fighting
in the Dome Arena
8 p.m. The Vagina Monologues at the Historic Everett Theatre on
Friday and Saturday. For more information visit www.everetttheatre.org
SATURDAY OCT. 15
8p.m. X-Fighting Championships in the Tacoma Dome. Dome
of Destruction Full Contact Cage Fighting featuring a Triple Header Main Event with Jeff "Snowman" Monson, Dennis "Superman" Hallman and Dan "The Beast" Severn. For more information visit www.kosportspromotions.com . Tickets prices range
from $15 to $50.
SUNDAY OCT. 16
2 p.m. The Vagina Monologues at the Historic Everett Theatre.
For more information visit www.everetttheatre.org
8 p.m. "My Fair Lady" at the Narrows Theatre through Oct. 23.
For more information, visit www.tmp.org . Tickets are $21 for
adults and $19 for students.

•

THURSDAY OCT. 20
7 p.m. Lincoln Football vs. Olymia at the Lincolnbowl.
8 p.m. Unmasking of Grizz Logger at the Tacoma Dome.

LlJUIS.J.r,3 I 'Jr w W

•

Dean of S
RI
Will be au
o
drop-in visit
130 —
in her
each w
office in Wheelock
Student Center 208,
Feel free to stop by if you have
an issue to discuss or just wont
to get acquainted.
Hope to see you there!

Seattle's Qwest Field, home of the Seahawks, neighbors the downtown area.

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
•

"Association for Computting Machinery
is having a rave Oct. 22 at 9 p.m.
in the Rotunda!"
—Rachel Decker, Editor in Chief

•

"Greg Giraldo is performing on Oct. 20
at 8 p.m at the Moore Theatre."

"Seattle Seahawks vs. Houston Texans
on Oct. 16 at 5:30 p.m. at Qwest Field."

—Sam Hardy, Features Editor

—Eric Englund, Campus Bubble Editor
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It's easy to become jaded about the prospect of a self-sustaining campus.
But some students and faculty are starting to do something about it.

Chemistry professor Steve Neshyba
has studied and taught about the
earth's climate for years, but it was
during a lecture that he gave only
a few years ago that, in his own emailed words, "it suddenly became
clear to me just how thin the atmosphere is."
"In some ways, the climate system is impressively
resilient," Neshyba said, "But in other ways, what is really striking is its fragility ... most of the air is within a
layer that is smaller than the distance between Tacoma
and Seattle. That sense of fragility has been an important factor, I think, in motivating me to work on sustainability issues."
Since that intellectual opening of the clouds (so to
speak), Neshyba has been an active part of the renewed
effort to promote on-campus sustainability. He served
on the committee that planned last February's Talloires
Declaration, which served official notice of UPS' commitment to environmental awareness. Now he is cochair of the Sustainability Task Force, which has expanded since last spring into five subcommittees.

Two of the subcommittees are devoted to assessing the
S [Fs impact on two of the year's most consumptionheavy events—the spring move-out and the freshman
orientation— and the planning the procedures for future
events. The other three are for executive planning for
overall framework and procedure, off-campus outreach
to other groups devoted to sustainability and assessing
potential task force projects.
As co-chair, Neshyba is currently assessing the overall
organization of the newly-founded task force. His job
has been made somewhat easier by the learning-by-doing that has been going on around the world during the
past 15 years on other conservation-minded institutions
of higher learning. Seattle University, for instance, has
proven that campus flora grounds can be successfully
maintained without the use of pesticides or herbicides,
which can be hazardous to humans in addition to parasite insects.
"It's great for us that other schools have made
progress towards sustainability in different ways,"
Neshyba wrote. "We can take advantage of what they
have learned about prioritizing and decision-making,
creating the infrastructure that one needs to make sustainability an institutional habit."
But even as the committee has been finalizing its organization, means and ends, they have also been working to infuse the student body with an awareness of, and
commitment towards, long-term sustainability needs.

Prof. STEVE NESHYB A
-

rd,k Force

The commitment to the education of the freshman
class during the orientation seems to have paid off, at
least in the short-term. Along with the rest of the task
force, Neshyba hopes that students continue to care
about conservation and sustainability.
The recent giveaway of reusable mugs has given they
STF at least one method for measuring whether students ."'
are accepting its message. The more often that students
use and reuse their mugs in the SUB and Diversions
Cafe, rather than paper cups, the more successful the
task force's efforts to promote sustainability will have
proven to be. From such an initial gesture, Neshyba
hopes, will grow individual commitments that will add
to an already strong campus "culture of sustainability."
And perhaps such a strong on-campus atmosphere
would go a long way towards ensuring the continued
resiliency of the earth's atmosphere.

PROMOTIONALLY MUGGED
You've seen them around. They
come in pearl white, titanium, charcoal, graphite, evergreen and pacific
blue. They aren't just cool mugs; they
serve a purpose on the UPS campus.
The Sustainability program at UPS began last semester as a permanent part of the schools' waste management and energy conservation actions.
Samantha Gray, Junior, is part of the Sustainability Advisor Committee (SAC). She has worked on the
projects this year to increase awareness as well as work
to becoming a more waste-conscious campus. Planning
for the zero-waste picnic freshman this fall began last
spring. The idea came from Seattle University as an activity that would allow people to have an all-you-caneat dinner outside without creating a large amount of
waste. The event was seen as a success because after
1,700 people, one trash bag remained. All of the rest
was recyclable paper or plastic products.
In order to complete such events, Gray and others had
to come up with a meal plan that would produce the
least amount of waste. "One of the most crucial aspects
learned in this experience is in that making events such

as these more sustainable, one has to consider all th
tiniest details, because it is those tiny actions that ul
timately accumulate to make a huge difference," said
Gray.
The mugs are part of the mission to make visible
changes on campus. The coordinators of the Sustainability program are incredibly passionate about their
work but they realize others' enthusiasm may wane. In
order to combat this while making waste-management
an important factor, they focus on projects that keep
people mindful of the waste they produce.
Gray is also a part of the Coalition to Achieve Change
which works to encourage activism. She is also working
on a program to reduce cardboard waste in the Cellar
(greasy pizza boxes cannot be recycled), as well as to
bring speakers to campus who will give lectures on water and energy reduction.
As a part of curriculum alterations, Gray wishes the
school would provide a environmental studies minor.
She will travel to Ecuador to study environmental policies and hopes to continue her work with SAC in another country. Ultimately, she wishes to see SAC expand
the range of their projects. For now, they have to focus
on noticeable, cost-efficient methods to establish legitimacy as a program on campus.

This is a Sustainable Activity

TIPS FOR THE
SUSTAINABLY
CHALLENGED

•

Take 5 minute showers: it
saves water and gives you more
time to sleep.
Turn your computer off if you
won't be using it for more than one
hour.
If your heater is on, keep your
windows closed.
Always turn lights off when
leaving aroom.

PUGET SOUND LOGGERS CUT WASTE

Unplug appliances when not
in use. They still use energy even
when they are not on.
Kristi Thorne, SAC

•

•
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SUSTAINABILITY?
ORIGIN OF THE
DECLARATION

Composed in 1990 at an int ternational conference in
Talloires, France, this is the
first official statement made
by university administrators
of a commitment to environmental sustainability in
higher education. The Talloires Declaration (TD) is
a ten-point action plan for
incorporating sustainability
and environmental literacy
in teaching, research, operations and outreach at colleges
and universities. It has been
signed by over 300 university
presidents and chancellors in
4 over 40 countries. (uslf.org )
di

•

•

TALLOIRES DECLARATION
-The 10-Point PlanIncrease awareness of environmentally sustainable development
Create an institution culture of sustainability
Educate for environmentally responsible citizenship
Foster environmental literacy for all
Practice institutional ecology
Involve all stakeholders
Collaborate for interdisciplinary approaches
Enhance capacity of primary and secondary schools
Broaden service and outreach nationally and international)
Maintain the movement

.DEVIN TURNER: MY INVOLVEMENT WITH THE SA
Environmental conservation and
stewardship has always been of
interest to me.
In taking Environmental Studies 110 with Dan Sheran, I found out that President Thomas would be signing a declaration committing the university to environmental sustainability, and that he
would be creating a committee
to oversee the move towards a
sustainable campus. I immediately expressed interest in being
one of the student representaes on the committee. When
t committee first met, no one
was sure exactly what to do first
but after much discussion, we
decided that we wanted to focus on two projects that would
raise university awareness and
increase the environmental
*stainability of the university.
I chose to be a member of the
Move-Out sub-committee. In
doing research on past moveouts, we found out that our recycling program actually shut
down during Move-Out (everything was thrown away). This
Das very disturbing news for us, so we got in touch
with the City of Tacoma who facilitated the drop-off
and removal of mixed material recycling dumpsters for
free. Tents were put up by each set of dumpsters in
which people could bring things for donation. MoveOut was a tremendous success, saving the university
thousands of dollars in trash removal fees.
One particularly fun Move-Out story I remember inlved my spending four hours with my professor Dan
erman (also a member of the committee) digging
through a trash dumpster behind Greek row sorting out
recyclables. We actually ended up recycling half of the
material in that dumpster and finding some pretty cool
stuff!
Another aspect of my involvement in campus sustain-

te

D

•

ability was my participation in the ZERO Waste Picnics. These picnics produce less than one bag of trash
each! This year the two co-chairs of the SAC decided
to split us up into various subcommittees, each with its
own Chair. I was fortunate enough to be chosen chairperson for two subcommittees: the Pilot Program (in
charge of Move-Out), and the Executtive committee
(lobbies for more funding). The Executive committee
is in the process of creating a new internship position
for a "Coordinator
of Campus Sustainability." This
position would go
to recent graduates (like me) and
hopefully become
an institutionalized
position.
I love being a
part of SAC because it allows one
to work within the
system, which (in
my opinion) is the
only way to affect
change. Though
I believe that our
world is destined
for self-destruction, I understand
that our only shot at trend reversal is through working within the system, making people aware of the dire
need for change.
My goals for this effort are twofold: To help UPS
become a national leader in campus sustainability and
to help educate students, faculty, and staff about environmental issues. Ideally, students would become educated enough to practice sustainability long after they
graduate.
The latest aspect of my interest in sustainability began this summer. I received the Carol Reed Summer
Research Award, awarded to students creatinf* positive
change within the community. My focused on was
studying the sustainability of Dining and Conference
Services at UPS. I began this project by auditing our
dining facilities and comparing with other schools. Af-

ter doing some research, looking at what other schools
and similar facilities had done to increase their sustainability, I presented my recommendations to DCS. One
of these recommendations related to refrigeration efficiency. In the kitchen of the Diner, there are three large
walk-in refrigerators and one walk-in freezer. These

walk-ins use large evaporator units to keep the walkins at appropriate temperatures. But they also use a
ton of energy and are so old that there model numbers
don't even exist! Fortunately, I learned that Heatcraft
(the company that makes these evaporators) recently
produced energy efficient, low profile (smaller, made
up of less materials), and remarkably inexpensive
evaporators. These newer models are so much more
efficient, the university would make its money back on
the purchase within two years. Spectacular!
My experience on the SAC has reminded that UPS is
a bureaucratic and institutionalized business just like
any corporation. Despite my SAC-backed report, little has been done to carry out my recommendations.
I remain confident, however, that with the support of
such people as Vice President of Business Affairs, John
Hickey and new Director of Dining and Conference
Services, Murray Stopherd, refrigeration change is imminent.

•
E SPRING 2005 MOVE-OUT PROJECT REDUCED YEAR-END UNIVERSITY GARBAGE (SOLID WASTE) BY 32 TONS AND
SAVED ABOUT $5,800 IN DISPOSAL COSTS VS. 2004..
John Hidcey
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4. "AT LAST"
By Etta James

By Rachel Decker
rdecker@ups.edu
Editor in Chief
Slow and sultry love songs;
perfect for the sexiest of all seasons — fall. I've heard a few
argue that spring is the winner of that contest, what with
love in bloom, but I'd have to
argue that it is most certainly
fall. Think about it. The leaves
slowly dance in rhythmical patterns as the wind slowly rises
and falls; a sharp, crisp chill is
in the air; the possibility winter exists, but it hasn't occurred
yet . . . it's slow, smooth and
sensual, in a way. This even
excludes the corniest use of
fall as a word— its connotation
says it all; the possibility of
falling in love is all too great.
This isn't why fall is my favorite season. I don't love it
because the possibility of falling in love exists. I love fall
because I love the way the
leaves skip around me and the
wind carries me on my walk to
school. I love fall because in
no other season am I allowed to
jump into giant piles of leaves,
absolutely giddy at the thought
that I'll pick myself up in a few
seconds to do it again. It's funny the way these little things
seem to make me truly happy
— maybe fall is just another
one of those guilty pleasures of
mine.
Just as fall is my favorite
season. Etta James' "At Last"
is undoubtedly my all time favorite song (for those of you
who know me — I had you all
fooled, didn't I? You probably
thought it was some Weakerthans song).
I won't lie. This song proved
to be much harder to describe
than I expected. No matter
how I describe the song, my
own view of it, and of love,
will never match anyone else's.
No matter what I say about this
song, I will never, ever manage
to truly capture each tiny detail
that makes this song what it is.
This is the kind of song that
makes you believe in LOVE
again. It makes you believe in
the underlying passion of what
love COULD be.
Maybe I'll never do justice to
"At Last," but maybe one place
to start is in its details.
I am in complete bliss when I
listen to those essential first 22
seconds of the song, where the
music just continues to build
and build ... and build some
more. The essential meaning
behind the song can be found
in these first 22 seconds. The
song makes you wait, but it
is that eager anticipation that
makes the song that much
sweeter.
At last we hear James' voice,
which is rich and forceful; I
love the way she drags out, but
controls, the o's in the word
"love," in which it almost even
sounds like "luuuuv," because

she makes them the most integral part of the word. The
strength it gives to that word
is incredible, and all from a
simple elongation in one little
vowel sound. Yes, tiny details,
which encompass that incredible emotion of love.
I love the violin trills in the
breaks between verses, because
the rise and fall of the notes illustrate this perfect mood, and
this perfect heavenly scene
James creates with her absolutely unique tone.
I love the sultry aspect of her
voice, and the way she blends
intensity with softness around
the edges. You believe her when
she says her heart is "wrapped
up in clover," but can also find
the strength in her voice when
she belts the phrase, "and life is
like a song." She makes every
single word count.
I love the small cracks that
you can hear in her voice on
the high notes, because those
small imperfections in her
voice make it that much more
perfect.
There is a strangely real quality to James' voice. It's sensual
and compelling, but it also employs all of those tiny breaks
in your voice that most trained
voice instructors would banish from their teaching rooms.
Perhaps that'sjust one subconscious detail that adds to my
insane love for this song; I love
that there are imperfections.
The words she uses to describe her feelings are simple, but strong; dream, thrill,
heaven, spell, and the verbs she
associates with love are also
intriguing: find, smile, rest and
wrap.
This song might scream simplicity to most, but perhaps it
is in simplicity that we find the
most meaning; in simplicity we
find the complex. Love is described using incredibly simple
terms, but simplicity makes the
love she speaks of that much
more real.
She has found that cheek to
press hers to; she is living the
dream that now she can speak
of; her love smiles, and all
spells are cast. All her love
has to do is smile, and she is
caught, hook, line and sinker,
in this heavenly world where
the skies are all blue, where she
can replay that one night over
and over again.
We've all felt that feeling
at some point or another, I'm
sure. There is always that one
perfect night on which everything starts. that night we wish
could last longer than the night
itself. And there is always that
one perfect smile, in which the
eyes shine, and it is a thrill to
be cast in the radiant spell of
that perfect smile.
This song is comprised of
small, simple details, but its
emotion, passion and the incredible way it is delivered are
anything but. Isn't that really
what love is? Small, simple
details which comprise and
produce such intense passion?
That's just a crack at what
the song provides for me. Just
as with love, find your own
definitions for what makes the
song so perfect for you.
Rachel Decker loves to blast
this one in the shower, you should
feel bad for her housemates.

Forget the "Fiery Furnaces" •
By Nick Martens

nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Writer
As much as it may damage my credibility, I
discovered "The Fiery Furnaces" by reading
Pitchfork. When my naïve and impressionable
eyes gazed upon that big ol' 9.6 for 2004's "Blueberry Boat," I had to pick it up.
I loved it from (and because of) the first second. The album offers disjointed craziness, a
wild musical romp through the realm of delirium. The group, on their records, is composed of
siblings Matt and Eleanor Friedberger, and the
family. chemistry shows. Matt writes music and
plays instruments while Eleanor sings in a thoroughly unprofessional voice that has a wonderful charm to it. Their primary instruments are a
piano and a synthesizer (or synthed piano). They
also use secondary guitars and drums, but these
are secondary on their best, most recent songs.
If you are under 21 and Neumo's will only allow you on the balcony for a show, don't go. The
music sounds terrible, almost no one is on the
balcony and you will be envious of all the people on the main floor. I'm sure there are ways to
circumvent this relegation, but I had no previous
experience with the venue, so I was up top the
whole time. That was the first problem with the
show.
The second was the ridiculously bad opening
band: the Bats of Belfry. I assume (and hope) the
Furnaces picked them up just for this one show,
seeing as they are Seattle locals. The Bats served
to remind the me hidden dark side of the indie
rock scene I sometimes forget. They were easily
as concerned with their image as their music, and
both were horribly derivative. It seems to me as
if some power took all that is wrong with the hipster scene today and created the Bats of Belfry. I
think Belfry is latin for "trend-whore," actually.
One thing I did like about the show was that
Matt and Eleanor set up their own instruments. I
thought it was a nice gesture. It did not occur to
me that it might be because they make no money

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.DAILYCARDINAL.COM

Brother-Sister duo "The Fiery Furnaces" want to
light your fire, biblically.
and can't afford enough roadies for a timely transition. Once it began, however, the show was a
mess.
In retrospect, this should not have been a surprise. On a typical studio Furnaces song there are
many different sections, each with varying instruments. This works when recording an album,
but to do a song like "Quay Cur" live, you would
need about 12 people or be extremely quick.
Instead of worrying about juggling their myriad instruments, theyjust replace everything with
guitars. Matt actually had a keyboard, but the
rock instruments completely over powered it.
The result is, at the very least, unpleasant.
Their unique sound was utterly monotonized
in their transformation to a traditional rock band.
I honestly found it hard to believe how awful it

glio
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Driving, the Hybrid way

By Mark Delbrueck
mdelbrueck@ups.edu
A&E columnist
With rising gas prices around
the globe, many automobile
manufactures are contemplating the introduction of new
hybrid vehicles to the market.
To date, Toyota and Honda are
the only two manufacturers in
the U.S. to offer hybrids to the
public (the Toyota Prius and
Honda Civic Hybrid), while
Toyota's quasi-luxury brand,
Lexus, will introduce a hybrid
SUV dubbed the RX400-h later
this year. However, many misconceptions about Hybrids and
how much money they can actually save the average driver
have flooded the ears and eyes
of many consumers. In an effort
to help clarify these rumors, we
will examine two very boring
but efficient vehicles and their
performance; not in speed, acceleration or asphalt pounding
performance (which I usually
enjoy reviewing), but in terms
of their earthy goodness in
an attempt to save a few Benjamins.
U.S. consumers don't have it
that bad when it comes to soaring petrol prices at the pumps.
Much of Europe is paying well

over $5.00 per gallon, while we
pay half that amount. However,
European cars are much more
efficient, with a vast majority
of vehicles available with diesel engine configurations due to
lesser emissions controls. This
year, the city of Amsterdam has
an average gas .price of $6.48
per gallon, the highest recorded
m the world this year; following behind are Oslo, Copenhagen and Milan, all of which
average above $6.00/gallon. At
the bottom of the list is Caracas,
Venezuela, whose (lucky) citizens are paying a mere $0.12
per gallon of gasoline.
For our test purposes, we will
examine two Toyota four-cylinder, four-door sedans. Yes, they
are probably the most boring
cars on the face of the planet,
but this comparison isn't about
going fast (unfortunately).
First up is the terribly popular
and ridiculously reliable Toyota
Corolla. With a four-speed automatic transmission and convenience package, our Corolla
rolls in with a price as-tested
of $15,415. Battling against
the Corolla in stinginess is
the highly acclaimed, but still
deathly ugly, Toyota Prius at an
as-tested price of $21,275.
If you buy a Prius, you're saving the environment and getting
60 mpg. Plus, your favorite
celebrities drive them, so ...
what's not to like? The whole
goal of driving a Prius over
a standard miserly econobox
is the fact that you're "saving
money on your gas bills." Even
Toyota claims that you could
"cut your monthly gas bill in
half." That's great and all, but
are the extra mpg's worth the
SEE HYBRID PAGE 14

$5,860 premium over the Corolla?
According to the Department
of Transportation, the average driver drives about 18,000
miles per year. And the average
national gas price in the U.S.
this week is around $2.59 a gallon. Combining these numbers
while achieving the lofty goal
of 30 mpg in your new Corolla by not exceeding the speed
limits, not coming to complete
stops or whatever else you savvy environmentalists do, you
will use 600 gallons of gasoline
this year, and your gas bill for
the year will be at $1,554.
Now lets say that Mother
Nature is really calling your
name. And you also note that
the obnoxiously outspoken Bill
Maher drives a Prius (you are
secretly a Bill Maher crony), so
you treat yourself to a copy at
the as-tested price mentioned
above. For this experiment's
sake, you decide to be equally
as Scrooge-like as you were
with your Corolla (not exceeding the agreed upon speed limits, not stopping fully and other
measures you take to conserve
your precious petrol), and you
achieve the optimum mpg a
Prius can muster: 60 mpg.
At 18,000 miles, you will consume 360 gallons of gasoline,
and at the above-mentioned
average price, you will spend
$932.40 this year on fueling
your egg shaped capsule. After
one year of thrill-free ownership, you calculate your savings to be $621.60 by driving
a Prius, the alternative to that
"gas hog" of a Corolla. "Wow!"
you exclaim in exaltation, as
you run off to join PETA and

•
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Humanities Films bridge gaps in film history
By Kara Becker

kbecker@ups.edu
A&E writer
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Do you ever feel that sometimes you could pick better movies for your classes than your professors do? Or
that perhaps there should be more freedom of choice,
without such a strict agenda for all films chosen in class?
A small group of students in Humanities 305: Modernization and Modernism decided to take the matter into
their own hands. Thus, the Humanities Film Society was
born.
Seniors Drew Gemmer, Amanda Corbyn, Paul Beyrouty, Heidi Benson and Sam Hardy felt that they should
be able to pick their own films based on their own interests. They brought the idea to Humanities' professors
Robert Garratt and Kent Hooper, who both enthusiastically agreed to sponsor the project. The group meets
every Thursday at 9:00 p.m. in Wyatt 101, complete
with free refreshments. The first meeting saw about 20
people show up, a number that surpassed all expectations. Though the film viewings began as a Humanities
project, they are open to all.
Every month, the Humanities Film Society picks a different theme to explore. This month's theme is influential horror movies throughout Hollywood's history, with
such films as "Psycho,' "Dracula" and "Rosemary's
Baby." University President Ronald Thomas has even
mentioned that he might attend the showing of "Dracula" in two weeks.
Next month's theme will be called "Kubrick Klassicks." The films that are on the list include "A Clockwork Orange," "Lolita," "2001: A Space Odyssey" and
"The Shining." For the November screenings, Professor
Hooper has aspirations to possibly purchase some 16
mm films in order to do Kubrick justice.
Gemmer feels that the possible future themes are endless and still in discussion.
"I think an interesting theme could be showing a contrast between old Hong Kong Cinema and comparing
it to the modern trend of stylized violence that we've
seen in movies from 'The Matrix,' to 'Charlie's Angels'
to 'Hero,'" Gemmer said. "Whatever the theme may
be, the important thing is to get people to see films they
haven't seen before."
Otherpossible themes include adaptations of literature
to film ('To Kill a Mockingbird, "The Great Gatsby"),
French new wave or counter-culture films ("Rebel Without a Cause," "Natural Born Killers").
Gemmer went on to say that when he arrived on campus, he expected to meet all sorts of people who shared
his love of films.

"I think I set my sights too high," Gemmer said. "But,
I guess that's why I am such a firm advocate of this club,
because I feel UPS lacks film resources to fully educate
students who are interested."
The cinema is represented in other forms on campus:
Praxis Imago focuses on digital film production and the
Film and Theater Society focuses on live theater and independent films. However, Gemmer and his peers wanted to give people a film history, to show contemporary
films in comparison with Classic Hollywood films, indie films and those that are more mainstream.
Gemmer feels another reason for the project is getting
the opportunity to analyze film.
"It is the most powerful way to tell a story in this modern age," Gemmer said. "A film says so much about culture at the time it is released, whether it be promoting the
current culture or expressing its frustration towards it."
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The purpose of the society is to "fill in the gaps in peoples' exposure to film," Professor Hopper said. "It helps
bridge the gap between high and low culture."
By bringing in popular films from the past, the group
hopes to expand its viewing base and make these films
more accessible to all.
Hooper is a strong advocate for expanding the Humanities department and giving its students free reign.
He has full faith in their choices, and their enthusiasm
for the subject is what both he and Professor Garrett are
most pleased about.
"The best ideas bubble up through the students,"
Hooper said.
Kara thinks the Humanities Film Society should have a
sci-fi theme and watch "Donnie Darko" just because the big
rabbit is creepy.

Miriam Lipman
mlipman@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Ma C UJU
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Drew Gemmer does his Norman Bates likeness with the "Psycho" box. "We all go a little mad sometimes."
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It was 7:00pm on Oct. 5 and the rotunda was spotted with a varied sample of
UPS students. Everyone sat quietly, alone
or in pairs, all awaiting a lecture by Erik
Markus.
The publisher of "vegan.com ," Markus
is an activist on behalf of the vegan movement. He has written two critically-praised
books; in his most recent, "Meat Market:
Animals Ethics and Money," he introduces
the dismantlement approach to animal activism.
Markus also has a tri-weekly pod-cast
entitled "Erik's Dinner," available on his
website along side tips, FAQs, recipes and
a free PDF download of his new book.
Markus' lecture was brimming with animal atrocities, some of which would make
even the staunchest carnivore shudder at
his chicken nuggets. Markus advocated not
only the deletion of meat from one's diet,
but of dairy and eggs as well.
In fact, while slaughterhouses are horrificplaces, it is the life of a dairy .cow or
egg-laying hen that is really excruciating.
According to Markus, vegetarians who
eat eggs contnb:ite to the death of over 200
million male chicks per year. Since male
chicks cannot lay eggs, they have no purpose in the egg-laying industry and are
therefore killed shortly after birth.
Also, most laying hens are confined to
a small wire cage, forced to share limited
space with five or six other hens. They are
never let out until death, a death that usually comes quickly. Even though an average hen's lifespan is five years, hens are
usually killed after their second year due to
a decline in egg production.
Markus also discussed related measures
in the dairy industry. Though dairy cows
can live up to twenty years, they are usually slaughtered within five. Also, dairy cows

have to be impregnated in order to produce
milk. If a cow's offspring is a female then
the mother can be easily replaced. If the
offspring is male, however, it can only be
used for veal.
Markus went on to describe the shockingly dreadful life of a veal cow. These
calves are held in small dark cages and are
never able to move. They are not allowed
to build any type of muscle mass and are
therefore captive to confined space until
slaughtered.
Markus was not the most animated speaker in that he did not have the exuberance
to make audience members shout, "Down
with meat! Long live carrots!" However,
he did have an air of approachability about
him. A small man dressed in blue jeans with
timid characteristics, he was visually average, even sweet. He was also extremely
passionate. It was not difficult to see tears
welling in his eyes when he spoke about
slaughterhouses, or to hear the crack in his
voice when he explained appalling conditions of our meat sources.
Markus concluded his lecture with a few
final thoughts. First, the average U.S. resident eats more than 40 chickens a year, as
well as a large amount of beef and pork.
Second, veganism is not "giving up food
you love," but opening up to new foods
and finding a large and diverse list of edible
items equal to or better than before. Third,
activism, not just veganism is what will really make changes in today's society.
Erik Markus urged anyone who is interested to visit his website, www.vegan.com ,
which provides a comprehensive guide to
everything vegan, including some celebrity
vegans, such as Alicia Silverstone, Prince,
Woody Harrelson, Dick Gregory, Kevin
Nealon and Russell Simmons.
Miriam did stand up on her chair and shout
"Down with meat! Viva Tofu!" during the
lecture. She later performed an interpretive
dance dedicated to soymilk.
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The Donkey Show Strikes Again
By Nelson Reed Moody
nmoody@ups.edu
A&E Columnist
That was supposed to be completely different. In the last edition
of this biweekly column, you might
remember that I started out with
words very similar to those. By
the time I read them in print, they were truer than I had
ever intended. That's because about a day and a half
before The Trail would arrive on campus, my editors
called to tell me that almost half my column was being
removed. Not because the article was poorly written,
or was offensive or had a boring subject matter, but
rather because the subject matter was verboten.
What had ASUPS deemed so incendiary that they
would censor the shining beacon of journalism that
is The Trail? Had I called on the students to rise up
against Ron Thom's tyrannical rule? Had I revealed
that a high school girl almost died in Phi Delt a few
weeks ago after being given too much alcohol? Had
I dared call upon the student body to wear green on
Maroon Fridays? No, no and not yet.
What was it then? I bashed Grizz. No doubt you've
seen/booed/urinated-on our new mascot, formerly
known as the worst kept secret on campus. My column was set to be printed the day before Homecoming, and obviously it would have ruined their earthshattering surprise, sending campus into a panic not
seen since students were shipped to internment camps.
Anyway, here is exactly what was removed from that
first column:
"If you haven't yet heard, our school is getting a
new mascot. We'll still be the Loggers, but the Paul
Bunyan-esque figure that adorns the SUB will be replaced by a bear in Logger clothing. Yup, a frickin'
bear. Usually I would have hardly noticed or cared
about such a change, as I care about school spirit about
as much as George Bush cares about black people, but
the reasoning behind the change was so unbelievable
that I had to mention it.
Apparently, having a male mascot is sexist. That's
right, it's not that it was a decidedly non-environmentally-friendly mascot on a supposedly environmentally-friendly campus (I've always enjoyed the irony

there), but that masculine mascots are inherently sexist. And they are resolving this conflict that they've
invented by having a gender-neutral bear posing as a
logger.
Personally, I blame the Republican Party (when in
doubt, right?), for propagating this myth of political
correctness in order to distract the public from real
issues, to the point where innocent college administrations, ignorant of the game being played, feel obligated to abide by this ridiculous p.c. code that never
even existed. Now, for all I care we could be renamed
the UPS Pretty Ponies, but can someone PLEASE tell
me what the hell a bear has to do with cutting down
trees?!
A beaver would have made sense; an animal that actually lives in trees would've been a stretch, though I
could've at least seen the connection, but a bear? I'm
no zoologist, but aren't bears and loggers natural enemies? You know, with the whole destroying natural
habitats thing? I'm calling on the campus as a whole:
when the bear is introduced at Homecoming, boo him
like you think it might end world hunger. Even if it's
your friend in the suit, he should have known better
and deserves the repercussions."
ASUPS, you suck.
I don't mean to completely abandon the subject of
arts and entertainment, but allow me to keep my soapbox out for just a little longer. If you haven't heard
yet (that phrase is starting to get familiar, huh?), Santa
Claus is dead. Yep, Santa's dead and Diversity Theme
Year killed him. The reason?
The university's usual practice of hanging lights
around the various evergreen trees on campus was
"deemed" offensive towards non-Christians. I never
thought it would happen, but I'm actually pining for
the days when UPS was a Methodist school. Aren't
winters in the northwest dreary enough without you
taking away the one thing (besides Irish coffee) that
makes campus cheery during its rainiest season? And
whatever happened to celebrating diversity? The
school should be adding more holiday markings, not
less. Not that Christmas lights really have any religious connotation anymore anyway. Almost every
Jewish kid I know ,grew up celebrated Christmas.
They had trees, lights, Santa, reindeer; they just didn't
bother with that Jesus crap. And neither does your av-
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sounded. It was just noise, occasionally interrupted with familiar
lyrics or melodies. Even the bits I recognized were distorted. They
screamed at me from their haunted abyss, wondering what they had
done to deserve their cruel fate. I wanted to help them, but I was
stuck on the damn balcony.
And then there were their new songs. At least when they played
those it wasn't like seeing my old favorites mangled and disfigured.
These jumbled messes were just cacophonous nonsense, bearing no
semblance to real music. They ended strong, actually, with a rousing rendition of "Chris Michaels," a song that actually seems meant
to be played live. By that time, though, it was too little too late.
It was a disappointing show. Their weirdness is fantastic when
it's toiled on for hours, but it cannot be duplicated live. Their compensation was to become a normal band, which they are very it
not. This won't stop me from buying their new album, but it will
cause me not to recommend them live. I hope it doesn't bankrupt
them.
Nick Martens hopes he hasn't turned you off to the Fiery Furnaces.
"Blueberry Boat" still rules.

Mark thinks hippies should get jobs and drive
Hummers.
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purchase an iPod with your savings. However,
did you really save any money this year? The
answer, in short, is no. The premium price you
spent on your Prius outweighs the amount of
money you saved in gasoline by not owning a
Corolla. After all is said and done, it will take
you (brace yourselves for this one) 9.4 years
to actually start saving money by purchasing a
Prius over a Corolla.
What exactly are hybrids good for? Statistically, if every driver replaced his/her gas hog
with a Prius and achieved an average of 45 mpg
or higher, the U.S. would be able to completely
banish its dependence on foreign oil. On the
other hand, one would never enjoy the pleasure
of seeing, smelling, touching and driving a high
performance, gasoline burning Italian Stallion.
In my opinion, the excitement of the latter experience outweighs any of the slightest notions
I had about coming within 10 feet of a Prius, or
any hybrid for that matter.

The odd but efficient Honda Prius can get up to 60 miles to the
gallon.

erage American family. Madison Avenue stole Christmas from the church a long time ago. You can argue
whether this was good or -bad, but it's true; the fact
that someone would be offended by the Christian-Hess
of lights around a tree is ridiculous. Is George Orwell
running things down there at the Diversity Center?
Because this "diversity" sure seems like homogeneity
to me.
Congratulations to the football team for beating
PLU. Maybe in another 17 years you can beat mediocrity too.
And lastly, some arts and entertainment so that they
don't bury me in Opinions. I went and saw David
Cronenberg's new film, "A History of Violence" last
night, and had one of the strangest movie-going ex
riences of my life. After the film ended and the lights
came up, I would say that a third of the audience had
enjoyed the movie, a third of it was confused and the
final third wasn't just displeased, they were pissed.
This is because the advertisements for the film make
the film out to be completely different than it really
is. Rather than the small-town man of superior morals taking a stand against the evil, and naturally urban,
presence that has invaded his community action-film
that one would have likely expected from the film's
trailer, the film is a drama focused on character rather
than plot.
This isn't usually the sign of a commercially-successful film. Rather than give the audience an everyman hero to cheer for, it plays with film conventions
and makes the audience question why it would cheer
for someone using violence to settle disputes in the first
place. And any thoughts of romanticized violence are
thrown out the window when the film shows a small
girl being shot in its first 10 minutes. It's not a film
that allows you to sit back, relax and enjoy, but is one
that becomes more intriguing the more its ruminated
upon. If you catch yourself saying, "that was it?" at
the film's closing shot of Viggo Mortensen's tear-filled
eyes, you didn't get it.
Remember: just because a group on campus jokes
about being a cult, it doesn't mean it's not one. Stay
classy UPS.
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Loggers axe Lutes
at PLU homecoming

Puget Sound earns first victory over Pacific
Lutheran since 1987, snap 17-game losing streak
By Sean Duade
sduade@ups.edu
Sports Editor
University of Puget Sound football wrote a new chapter
in its cross-town relations with Pacific Lutheran University Oct. 8, defeating the Lutes 23-13 at Sparks Stadium
in their homecoming game. The victory marked UPS'
first win over its rival PLU since 1987, and snapped a
17-game losing streak against the Lutes.
The win boosts Puget Sounds record to 3-2 overall,
and evens their conference record at 1-1. PLU slips to 04 for the first time since 1967, and are 0-2 in Northwest
Conference (NWC) play.
The game was played in front of a raucous crowd of
3,750 fans, but the show of support didn't help PLU's
cause as the Lutes turned the ball over on five consecutive possessions, opening the door for a hungry Logger
team.
PLU quarterback Chris Maine threw four interceptions on the day, all in the second half, the first of which
was picked off by Richard Bigelow at the UPS 13-yard
line with 9:23 left in the third quarter.
Setting the table for the first of two successive offensive drives that ended with exclamation marks was
a pair of one-yard touchdown leaps by running back
James Olcott that would give the game it's final score
of 23-13.
The game had less than glamorous beginnings for a
team that completely dominated the second-half.
Puget Sound found themselves trailing 6-0 with 7:37
remaining in the first quarter after Maine connected with
Lute wide receiver Jacob Washburn on a 45-yard pass.
The Lutes, however, failed to extend the lead to seven,
when linebacker Steve Martin blocked Lute kicker Neal
Chalmers extra-point attempt.
On the ensuing offensive drive the Loggers efficiently
maneuvered their way down field, spanning 64 yards
with just six plays in under three minutes. The drive was
capped off by Logger kicker Joe Stuckrath, who cut into
the Lutes lead with a successful 24-yard field goal attempt, with 2:15 remaining in the first quarter.
The second quarter opened with the Loggers behind,
but the Lute lead wouldn't last long. In the team's second offensive drive of the quarter, quarterback Andy
Carlson would use his arm and his legs to propel Puget
Sound into the lead. In a drive lasting just seven plays
Carlson ran for 23 yards rushing and passed for 22, ending with a 17-yard pass to running back Rory Lee.
Despite the early deficit, the Loggers managed to head
to the locker room with a three-point lead. UPS controlled the clock in the first half, though not nearly by as
drastic a margin as they did in the second half.
SEE FOOTBALL PAGE
AGE -1

Football Scoreboard Oct. 8
Puget Sound 23,
Pacific Lutheran 13
Puget Sound
Pacific Lutheran

3
6

6
0

7
7

7- 23
0- 13

PLU - Washburn 45 yd pass from Maine (kick
blocked)
UPS - FG, Stuckrath 24 yd
UPS - Lee 17 yd pass from Carlson (kick blocked)
PLU - Reed 30 yd pass from Maine (Chalmers kick)
UPS - Olcott, James 1 yd run (Stuckrath kick)
UPS - Olcott, James 1 yd run (Stuckrath kick)

A-3,750.
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Att-Comp-Int
Returns-yards
Int. returns-yards
Penalties-yards
Possession time

UPS
19
60-269
79
12-8-0
61
4-38
5-51
36:37

PLU
17
30-116
195
25-12-4
78
0-0
2-8
23:23

RUSHING: Puget Sound-Lee, Rory 20-98; Carlson,
Andy 19-97; Olcott, James 16-47; Cetinich, Robby
4-28; TEAM 1-minus 1. Pacific Lutheran-Steiner 1245; Reed 6-33; Canger 3-27; Maine 9-11.
PASSING: Puget Sound-Carlson, Andy 8-12-0-79.
Pacific Lutheran-Maine 12-25-4-195.
RECEIVING: Puget Sound-Behringer, Eddi 3-31;
Lee, Rory 3-31; Lorge, John 2-17. Pacific LutheranReed 7-106; Washburn 3-52; Chiado 1-35; Canger
1-2.
INTERCEPTIONS: Puget Sound-Gebbers, Mac 2
22; Pang, Kynan 1-16; Bigelow, Richard 1-0. Pacific
Lutheran-None.

Men's soccer shuts
out GFU and Pacific,
national rank next?
By Matt Stevens
mrstevens@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor
The UPS men's soccer squad traveled to Oregon this
past weekend and came home with two huge conference wins against Pacific University (1-10) and George
Fox University (2-9). On Oct. 8 the Loggers shutout
Pacific 3-0 and on Oct. 9. The strong defensive theme
continued as the Loggers beat George Fox 2-0. The
two wins move the Logger record to 6-1-2 (5-1-1 in
conference) and
places them third
in conference behind Linfield and
Whitworth. The
Loggers' only loss
on the year is to
conference rival
Whitworth, who
is ranked 10th in
the nation.
Junior Jeremy
Denman notched
the first goal of
the match against
the Pacific Boxers in the 37th
minute taking a
rebound off the
Boxer goalie and
slipping it into the
back of the goal.
The two teams
played the rest Senior Goalie Brian Lawson has
of the first half seven shutout on the year in leadscoreless.
ing the Loggers to a 6-1-1 record.
Freshman Mark
Conrad put the
Loggers up 2-0 at
the 56:38 mark when he took a pass from senior Josh
Hedrick and snuck it to the back of the net. Junior Byron Conforti would add another goal just six minutes
later on a pass from freshman Kyle Johnson. It was the
first goal of the year for both Conforti and Denman.
Not only did the Loggers out score the Boxers, they
also out shot them 14-4, establishing a total domination of the game. The Boxers had but one shot on goal
to test senior Brian Lawson. It was Lawson's sixth
shut-out of the year.
"Every win is a big win now," Lawson said after the
game. 'When we play against the bottom four teams
we just have to win. Getting those wins is all about the
three points."
Sunday, Oct. 9 saw more of the same dominating
play out of the Loggers as they handed the down trodden George Fox team a 2-0 loss.
Sophomore Logger defensemen Greg Swanson
MEN'S SOCCER PAGE 17

Secure your ticket to ride
the 06-06 season at
Stevens Pass everyday, a/3
winter king.

o the math,
buy your pass
for $279 plus
tax before
November 18th
and break even
in only 6 visits.
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Puget Sound, from left to right, shakes hands with Pacific Lutheran Oct. 8 after defeating the Lutes for the first
time in 17 years.
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Fairweather fans UPS continues shutout streak, •
are a sports foul national pole drops UPS
By Will Holden

By .Pete Stevenson

wholden@ups.edu

pstevenson@ups.edu

Sports Writer

Sports Writer

The Denver Nuggets are my team, they have always
been my team and they will always be my team. This
love included their 1997-1998 season when they just
missed setting an NBA record for futility, winning 11
games and losing a solid 71. This infatuation did not
even suffer over a nine-year period of basketball blasphemy from 1995 to 2004, a time in which my Nuggets
saw a moving 24-game losing streak, the resounding
label of "laughingstock" and were proclaimed by the
mountain of a man that is Dennis Rodman, "The worst
team in the history of basketball."
So as I sat in the Pepsi Center in April of 2004, and
watched my precious Denver Nuggets down the Sacramento Kings, guaranteeing their first playoff bid since
that 1995 season, it was not a feeling of ecstasy that I
felt, but rather an overwhelming sense of relief.
This feeling was in stark contrast to about half of the
fans in the building, fans in a gluttonous state of jubilation. All of these fans seemed to be wearing the same
Carmello Anthony jersey and dawning the new trendy
baby blue and yellow. It was then that it hit me. I was
in this same spot last year watching the Nuggets getting
smoked, and there wasn't even anybody in my section.
Where did all these people come from?
Did these idiots even know that last year this team's
colors were true blue and Logger maroon? Would these
fools recognize names like LaPhanso Ellis, Bryant Stith,
Chris Jackson and Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf. Or for that
matter, would they even realize that the last two players
mentioned are the same person?
But most of all, did they even know that last year this
team was wretched? Of course they did, and that is what
gives these morons their putrid identity: they are Fairweather Fans.
So why am I writing this article at this point in time?
I'll tell you why. I thought I had escaped these heathenistic ideals by moving out to the civilized Northwest,
but to my dismay I see incidents of this repulsive variety
transpiring in and around this campus.
The first piece of evidence of this fair-weather conduct I have received each time I have visited the Safeco
Field over the past two seasons. The stands are empty.
What happened to all you "Mariners Maniacs" who
packed the stands in the epic years of the Big Unit and
A-Rod? Apparently when the going gets tough, about
half of Seattle goes running.
That same percentage of Washingtonians were probably the ones telling me last year that it was Super Bowl
or bust for the Seahawks after they won their first three
games, and then abandoned all hope after they went on
to lose their next three.
But what really chaps my rear are all those Red Sox
Nation clubs on facebook. I guarantee that about half
the members of those clubs have no right to claim citizenship to such a place.
Let me tell you something about true Red Sox fans.
When they win a big game, they all get belligerent together, they plan a month vacation from work to continue this behavior and then they 1.ry to burn down Boston.
All of these events happen about a half an hour after
victory. So if the Red Sax defeat the Yankees and you
don't instantly have the urge to get plowed, skip your
classes for the next week, get arrested for arson, or at
least break something, you cannot call yourself a diehard Sox fan.
But while I have had to witness such ghastly behavior
at certain points during my UPS experience, I have also
been privileged enough to witness the antithesis of such
fair-weather folks. His name is Joe Engler, and his devotion to the San Francisco 49ers makes my infatuation
with the Nuggets seem like a little schoolgirl crush. And
for all of you whose legs are sore from jumping on and
off bandwagons all your life, let Joe provide you with a
list by which to reform your fair-weather ways.
SEE FAIRWEATI1ER FANS PAGE 17

The Puget Sound women's Soccer team had . a spectacular weekend, shutting out Pacific 3-0 on Oct. 8 and
George Fox 5-0 on Oct. 9. Both games counted toward
their Northwest Conference record, solidifying their
leading status with the record 7-0-1. The Loggers overall record is 8-1-1.
"This weekend were strong gatnes for our team.
We were able to take control of most of the game and
worked through aspects we had been struggling on
during the last couple
games," senior Tera
Anderson said.
Senior Cortney Kjar
scored the first goal of
the game and her ninth
goal of the season during the 40th minute of
the game.
It was easy to see
early in the game how
the team has come together.
"Our team has so
much depth this year
that it really makes
us play well together.
Each player adds a
different component Senior Goalie Erin Williams
which makes up the
entire team's success," has 10 shutouts on the year.
Anderson said.
Senior Elizabeth Pitman and freshman Janece Levien contributed to the
second goal of the season, connecting passes in an offensive push, and putting the ball across the goal from
the right side. Kjar was provided with a heading opportunity which she succeeded in placing past Pacific
keeper Shannon Tillman.
Freshman Fiona Gornick scored the third Logger
goal during the 54th minute of the game, recovering a
rebound off a shot by senior Tera Anderson, making the
score 2-0 Loggers.
Sports Writer Pete Stevenson reeks of effort and boy does
Kjar scored her second goal of the game, and the
team's third of the game shortly after Gornick's, pull- everyone at the Trail know it.
,

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NATHAN CARLEY

The Logger women, from left to right, Adrienne Folsom, Elizabeth Pitman, Jenna Dwiggins, Tera Anderson andJanece Levien celebrate after a recent victory.
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ing the ball out of a scrum in front of Pacific's net and
booting it past the keeper making the final score 3-0
Loggers.
Pacific had a difficult game, and were forced to play
almost entirely in their own defensive half. The Loggers led Pacific 16-2 overall in shots taken and 6-1 in
corners.
The Loggers fared similarly on Oct. 9, shutting out
George Fox 5-0 in their second NWC women's soccer
game of the weekend.
Freshman Fiona Gornick scored the first goal early
in the game, giving UPS a sudden lead and momentum
which lasted through the second period.
Only 20 minutes later senior Elizabeth Pitman scored
the second goal of the game, giving the Loggers a 2-0
lead.
The 36th minute, Kjar scored goal three for UPS
goal and her 11th personal goal of the season, followed
by junior defender Megan Shivers' goal at the 73rd
minute.
Freshman Nikki Graff scored once again during the
80th minute, giving the Loggers a final lead of 5-0.
Just as against Pacific, the Loggers significantly outshot the Bruins 28-8 and led on corners 6-3.
"The best highlight over the weekend was having so
many different players collect goals. Especially in the
George Fox game it was great to see a variety of the
team on the scoreboard with solid finishes," Anderson
said.
Five players scored goals during the two games of the
weekend.
The two shutouts for Goalie Erin Williams move her
total to 10 on the year. The Logger offense has outscored their opponents 28-2, and both of those goals
came in the only loss of the year for the Loggers to the
#13 ranked University of Redlands, in Redlands.
Next weekend, the Loggers will host two games. On
Oct. 15, they will challenge Lewis & Clark College on
the East Athletic Field. Lewis & Clark comes into the
contest with a 2-5-1 record in conference. UPS beat
Lewis & Clark Sept. 18 in Portland, OR 2-0.
On Oct. 16th, Lmfield College will play the Loggers
at Baker Stadium. Linfield also comes into the game
with a 2-5-1 record. The Wildcats lost to the Loggers
5-0 in their first meeting Sept. 17 in McMinnville, OR.
UPS for some incredible reason fell out of the national rankings even though they won both their games.
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Crosscurrents literary magazine
is currently looking for student submissions in the following categories:
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Poetry of all genres
Short fiction
Photography
Artwork
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Men's soccer

continued from page 15

•
•
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Freshman Taylor Hyde corrals the ball. Byron Conforti looks on. Hyde has stepped
up to play critical defense for the backline of the Loggers ths year.
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scored the first goal for the Loggers at
the 35:25 mark in the first half when he
headed a pass from Conforti into the
goal. Denman added the Logger's second goal less than four minutes into the
second half off of a pass from Conrad.
The Logger's dominance in this game
was also rather apparent. The Loggers
out-shot the Bruins 14-3.
Starting keeper Lawson did not even
see a shot on goal in his 60 minutes of
play. Sophomore backup Pete Van Sant
saw just two shots on goal in his 30 minutes.
"Keeper really isn't separate from the
rest of the team," Lawson said."Our
back four have just been unbelievable.
Those seven shutouts belong to us."
Lawson is referring to the rear defensive line of Jim Fioretti, Zach Yando,
Kyle Johnson and Taylor Hyde. Lawson was also excited about the early
development of the freshman defensive
backs.
"The two freshman, Kyle and Taylor,
have just played out of their minds. If
they get beat (which rarely happens)
then I m there if needed," Lawson said.
"We like to use these games as an opportunity to develop our younger guys
on the bench," Lawson said. "Our jobs
as the starting 11 is to punish the other
team to get the bench in and ready for
the future."
The Loggers next match-up is Oct. 16
against Lmfield at Baker Stadium. Linfield comes into the game with a 5-0-2
record in conference.
The first match between the Wildcats
and the Loggers resulted in a 1-1 tie
at McMinnville, OR on Sept. 17. Linfield's other tie is against conference
leader Whitworth, the lone team to beat
the Loggers this year. The winner of the
match shall be in position to challenge
Whitworth for the conference title.
"We are first trying to get healthy,"
Lawson said about the upcoming matchup against Linfield. Logger coach Reece
Olney has given the Loggers two days
off.
The Loggers also battle Pacific Luthern
University at Clover Park High School
in Lakewood on Oct. 19. PLU sits at 4-3
in conference and in fourth place. UPS
beat the Lutes on the Sept. 21 match-up
2-0 at Baker Stadium.
"We think of PLU as our little sister.
There is a rivalry on their end, but not
really on our end," Lawson said. "We're
a better team."
Lawson refused to acknowledge any
speculation about UPS returning to the
national ranking.
"We don't pay attention to that stuff.
The coaches make it a point to not let us
look at statistics," Lawson said.
Assistant Sports Editor Matt Stevens doesn't
like the movie Monster's Inc, and wants you
to know it.

Fans

from page i6

The first lesson: emotions are key. Anyone should be able to tell by your mere
aura whether or not your team has won or
lost. You should be on the verge of tears
for the remainder of the day. You should
be so upset that you feel like going and
picking a fight with every snot-nosed kid
in your little sister's second grade class.
You don't need to look at Joe longer than
two seconds after a Isliner game on Sunday to determine whether they won or
lost and whether or not they were blown
out.
Secondly: these emotions should have
sustainability. This means that after your
team suffers a loss of any kind, you
should be pouting pretty much all day.
Case in point: on the day of the IsTiners
most recent beat down, Joe was in such a
funk that he could not figure out how to
get our "idiot grill" (as proclaimed by Joe
himself) fired up. He then stormed into
the house in hopes of making a grilled
cheese sandwich. He proceeded to burn
the crap out of that sandwich, setting off
the smoke alarm. He then continued to
rip the alarm off of the ceiling and hurl it
at a wall, smashing it to pieces. These are
the kind of deep-seeded moments of passion I'm talking about when I talk about
true fans.
The third decree is that you must develop a hatred for those that come up with
big or cheap plays against your team. For
Yankee haters I am speaking of characters like Aaron "bleeping — Boone. And
you can't just detest these players in the
sporting arena; you have to hate them
as people as well. Warren Sapp stirs up
these sorts of feelings for Joe. Upon seeing Sapp in a United Way chanty commercial. Joe responded, "Who cares if
he likes kids? He's still an overrated, fat
piece of poop."
But amid all these horrible emotions
comes the fourth and final regulation of
being a true sports fan: and that is a sense
of hope. If your team is down 50 points at
half time, as is often the case with Joe's
Niners, you have to believe deep down
.ficiur gut that the greatest comeback in
igly history is about to transpire. And if
your team is tanking during the season,
the words "potential" and phrases like
"it's a rebuilding year" better be flying
out of your mouth like obscenities in the
Osborne family.
So there they are, all the parameters of
the die-hard fan as taught me by Joe. Is
this article is enough to change the fairweather ways of the world? I am but one
man. But if I can get one person to think
before they flip the channel from the next
Seahawk shellacking to the latest Laguna
Beach marathon, I will feel as if my .job
has been well done, and Joe's inexplicable following of those disgusting `IsTiners
justified.
Sports Writer Will Holden has been known
to stick with his team ... even when they are
really, really, really bad.

UPS Athletes of the Week

•
•
•

Wheelock 203
offcampus@ups.edu
AIM: upsOffcampus
http://www.ups.edu/
dsa/offcampus

Senior football player Andy Carlson led the
Loggers in their first victory in 17 years over
crosstown rival Pacific Luthern University. Carlson ran for 97 yards on 19 carries. Carlson was 8of-12 in the air for 79 yards and one touchdown.
On the year Carlson has run for 274 yards on 46
carries and has completed 24-of-59 passes for
two touchdowns and eight interceptions.

Sophomore volleyball player Monica Groves

led the UPS volleyball squad in two important

wins over conference foes Lewis & Clark and
Linfield. Linfield had come into the game eighthranked in the nation. Groves had 26 kills on the
weekend. Groves has 124 kills on the season and
three service aces. Her hitting percentage is .298.
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Volleyball stuns
Linfield on the road
By Matt Stevens
mrstevens@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor
UPS volleyball traveled to Oregon and came away with
two huge conference wins. On Oct. 7 the Loggers beat
Lewis & Clark in Portland three games to one. On Oct. 8
the Logger squad beat the eight-ranked Linfield Bearcats
three games to two in McMinnville. The two wins move
the Loggers to 6-2 in conference and 9-3 overall. UPS
currently sits in second place in conference, tied with Pacific Luthern University.
Lewis and Clark had come into the game with a 2-4
conference record. Game one was a senes of runs as the
Loggers sprinted off to an early 12-5 only to see the Pioneers tied it up at 17-17. The Loggers then went on a 13-4
run on their own to finish out the game 30-21. Game two
was much more nip and tuck as Lewis & Clark found
their game and pushed the Loggers to a 31-29 victory.
Game three Lewis & Clark got on a roll and simply out
played the Logggers to a 30-16 victory. UPS responded in
game four with a 30-26. The Logger led the entire game.
Kayla Roof led UPS with 17 kills and three aces.
On Oct. 8 UPS headed to eighth ranked Linfield's home
court and came away with a huge win. The scores were
24-30, 30-22, 30-23, 25-30, and 15-10. Leading the Loggers on the offensive front was Roof again with 16 kills.
Jamie Eggers added 16 kills herself.
The Loggers host Willamette University at Memorial
Fieldhouse on Oct. 14. and Pacific University Oct. 15.

Club report
Logger club sports rundown
The UPS Hockey squad won a thriller against
Washington State University on Oct. 7 at Sprinker
Arena. UPS trailed most of the game until Howdy
Tuthill could tie it late in the third period. Mike
Selberg then won it for the Loggers in overtime.
On saturday night UPS could not hang with the
strong offensive attack of the Cougars as they outscored the Loggers 7-4. The weekend split leaves
the Loggers at 2-1 on the young season.
UPS travels to Bellingham for games against
Western Washington on Oct. 14 and 15.
UPS lacrosse is not faring as well as their hockey
counterparts in their fall indoor league. The Loggers fell 15-1 and 12-3 in last weekends games.
They hope to fare better in this weekends upcoming matches.

Football

from page 15

The second half was owned by Puget Sound, who outscored the Lutes 14-7, and dominated time of possession,
keeping the ball for 20:23, compared to 9:37 for PLU.
Aside from the offense's execution, the largest determining factor in Puget Sound's victory was its defense. Led
by safety Mac Gebbers, who had two interceptions for 22
yards, UPS proved to be the bane of PLU and it's quarterback's existence.
UPS will next play at home against Whitworth, Oct. 15 at
Baker Stadiuium.

Indonesian
Martial Arts
2 WEEK
FREE TRIAL

Game Notes •
Quick Hits
With an assisted
sack against PLU,
UPS defensive lineman Beau Jacobson
racked up 3.5 sacks
on the season, making him the overall
leader in sacks in
the NWC. Jacobson
is also second in the
Conference in tackles
for loss (6.5). In that
category he is tied
with two other Logers, linebacker Steve
artin and linebacker
Kynan Pang.
Safety Mac Gebbers might have had Junior Safety Mac Gebbers had
the best game of his two interceptions in the second
Puget Sound career
against PLU, racking half vs. Pacific Lutheran
up two interceptions,
returning the first offering from PLU's quarterback for 22 yards. The picks tied
him with teammate Matt Vanek for the team lead and also
gives him the secoind largest total in the NWC.
Gebbers also racked up five unassisted tackles, giving him
the team lead among defensive backs and the third most in
the NWC.
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Poekoelan Tjimindie Tulen
(Pentjak Silat)
Effective Self Defense/Fitness for
men, women, & kids
A unique, fast, fluid Art that
encourages individual creativity
and personal style
Friendly environment,
All Types Welcome
Nice studio space near
Downtown Tacoma

QB Insights
Carlson had his best passing performance of the year,
completing eight-of-12 passes for 79 yards and zero interceptions.With his performance Carlson exorcised some of
the passing woes that had plagued the quarterback in weeks
past.
It might be said that as Carlson's passing goes, the team
goes, which appears odd for a rushing team. The numbers
show that in games Carlson has completed more than 50
percent of his passes the team is 2-0, whereas in games
where he does not meet that percentage the team is 1-2.
Sports Editor Sean Duade still loves the Yankees. Only 169
days 'till next year, Opening Day

Poekoelan Tjimindie Tulen
745 Broadway, 253-274-0599
poekoelantacoina(iilysthoo.corn
www-poelkoelantacorna.corn

Trail sports staff hands out the MLB hardware

MVP: Mariano Rivera, New York
Yankees. Rivera (7-4, 1.38 ERA, 43
saves, 71 games) was the only sure
thing for the Yankees all year and the
single most important reason why he
wins this award over teammate Alex
Rodriguez.
After blowing his first two saves
of the season against the Red Sox.
Rivera silenced his early season critics with 34 consecutive saves. Sports
writers don't call Rivera the "Hammer of God" for nothing.
If Ortiz was an everyday first baseman this award would be his, but Ortiz played a career-low 10 games in
the field, and posted a career-worst
fielding percentage (.976).
Cy Young: Johan Santana, Minnesota Twins. Santana edges out Rivera
of the Yankees and Bartolo Colon of
the Angels due to his complete dominance of American League pitchers in
the second-half of the '05 season.
Unlike the MVP award the Cy
Young is not about awarding the most
valuable pitcher in the league.
The Cy Young is like the Hank Aaron award in that it should go to the
best pitcher, and this year, despite a
16-7 record, that pitcher is Johan Santana.
Santana posted a host of impressive numbers, placing in the top five

in wins (5th, 16) strikeouts (1st, 283)
and ERA (2nd, 2.87). Not to mention
that he led the majors in quality starts,
while receiving the second worst run
support in the league.
Rookie of the Year: Robinson Canoe, New York Yankees. Canoe edges
out fellow AL rookies Huston Street
of the Oakland Athletics and Jonny
Gomes of the Tampa Bay Devil Rays.
Canoe led all AL rookies in BA (.297),
hits (155), doubles (34) and runs
(78).
Most all Canoe gets the nod for being unflappable under the harsh NYC
spotlight during the Yankees push for
the playoffs. Not only did he survive
he hit .381 with five HR in Sept.
Hank Aaron Award: David. Ortiz,
Boston Red Sox.Ortiz lead the planet
in RBI in '05 with 148, while hitting
.300 with 47 home runs. While his
power numbers are impressive the improvement in his plate discipline will
probably be one of the key factors in
swinging writers votes.
Ortiz received a career high 102
base-on-balls and had a career best
walk to strike out ratio of .82, all
while pposting career marks in OBP
(.397) and OPS (1.001).
Relief Pitcher: Mariano Rivera,
New York Yankees. Mo put up another legendary year, appearing in
71 games, pitching 78.1 innings (the
most among closers with 30+ saves),
while sporting a Teflon-like 1.38 ERA
(more then .48 better then any closer
with 30+ saves).
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Matt's NL picks

Sean's AL picks
Sean Duade
sduade@ups.edu
Sports Editor

41

to replace All-American Hero Jim Thome
at first base as the finch-pin of the Phillies lineup when Thome went down with
an injury. Howard did a fantastic job, beltAssistant Sports Editor
ing 22 home runs in just 88 games, while
MVP: Andruw Jones, Atlanta Braves. hitting .288. But maybe most importantly,
This is a tough choice as Derek Lee of the he hit ten dingers in the month of SeptemCubs and Albert Pujols of the Cardinals ber, when the Phillies were fighting for the
both had great years. But Jones simply Wild Card. Quite an unexpected lift from a
carried the Atlanta Braves offense down rookie. Another nod out to Jeff Francoeur,
the stretch when all the regulars for the the fantastic outfielder for the Atlanta
Braves were on the disabeled list. Jones hit Braves. Francoeur had a great year, but he
51 homeruns, drove in a 128 runs and hit was simply a plug into the Braves system,
for .263. Andruw also hit 19 homeruns in not replacing a legend like Howard.
Aug. and Sept. and drove in 40 runs. Jones
Hank Aaron Award (Best Hitter):
still plays the best centerfield since Willie Derek Lee, Chicago Cubs. This is a really
Mays. Andruw finally grew into his role as easy choice. While Pujols also did have a
team leader. Jones taught the youngsters great offensive year, Lee pretty much was
that the Braves brought up how to play. At the only offensive force on the Cubs all
least 17 rookies saw significant action this year. Lee led the league in hits, doubles,
year for the Braves, and yet once again batting average and slugging percentage.
they finished first in the M., East, for the He tied for second in home runs and was
seventh in RBI's. He had the home run
15th consecutive year.
Cy Young: Dontrelle Willis, Florida lead for most of the year until Jones got
Marlins. Another tough choice as Chris insanely hot after the All-star break.
Carpenter of the St. Louis Cardinals had
Relief Pitcher: Chad Cordero, Washa truly fabulous year, but when we corn- ington Nationals. This is tough because
pare the two's final stats, Willis comes out Brad Lidge from the Astros had a simply
on top (22-10, 2.63 ERA, and .261 batting dominating year, and is one of the scariest
average) vs (21-5, 2.83 ERA). Carpenter man on the earth to face with two strikes.
has a better win percentage, but he also But while the Nationals were contending,
played for one of the best offenses in the they rallied around the ability of Cordero
game. While Willis's at times had trouble to get out of jams and win the game for
putting enough runs on the board for him. them. Cordero had 47 saves out of 54 opRoger Clemens gets a nod simply because portunities, but saved 31 games in the first
he was dominating on the road. Clemens half of the year. The luck of their limited
gave up just 14 earned runs away from the talent base finally ran out in the second
bandbox of Minute Maid Park.
half, but the Nationals contended for much
Rookie of the Year: Ryan Howard, longer than most people anticipated simPhilidelphia Phillies. Howard was forced ply because of the presence of Cordero.

Matt Stevens
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Stressville
By Stewart Jenkins
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"HEY YOU" ADS
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I saw HEY YOU
stop HEY YOU"remember
remember that
you bowling last thursday night in playing f***ing Lifehouse time we borrowed 800 books from
in the cafe.
some hot hot outfits.
the Taiwanese mob to buy that cloak
of sexual prowess + four from those
"HEY YOU want to gypsies? Because ... uh, they don't.
"HEY YOU" who led me on for see your ad here? Look for
Sorry dude.
two weeks and decided you couldn't tables in the SUB or e-mail
,'
HEY YOU you left two bikes
handle a relationship ... you can suck trail@ups.edu to get your
on our front lawn after our party.
it.
ad in. "Hey you" ads are Claim them now or they will be ap99 free! Space may be lim4,4
propriated!
"HEY YOU"
HEY YOU ited, so be sure to get your
it's beginning to
quit playing
ad in soon!
HEY YOU," you puked over the
look a lot like
games with my
rail but it landed all over my bike
99
4,4
HEY YOU stop
Christmas ... not
heart. I can't
seat. You suck.
BRING BACK
take it anymore. staring so I can stroke my
beard in peace.
CHRISTMAS
HEY YOU, don't be stupid. I
TREES!
know who you are ...

HEY YOU SIX GIRLS

"

,

"

HEY YOU ,

"

HEY YOU there! It's

I hate your trendy

time to put those competition
pants to rest and bust out
neo-goucho pants.
something a bit more fancy
Are you wearing
underwear? I ac- for the sake of us who actually
tually don't want wash our pants. C'mon now.
to know, pantsy.

"

"

CLASSIFIEDS
I CAN RECORD YOUR MUSIC/

CARPET

SOUND/SPOKEN WORD with professional quality equipment for very reasonable rates! Call me!
CONTACT: Peter Ryan pryan@ups.edu
619-823-3111

$50.00/or best offer. Excellent Condition; large carpet that
I used in T/P; really big; dark purple color (not too girly)
and is in excellent condition; perfect for freshmen living in
dorms, and makes your dorm room feel cozy.
CONTACT: Addy Parrish alparrish@ups.edu

Classifieds are from the local community, along with the LoggerXChange, which can be found online at asups.ups.edu/services/Ixchange/defaultaspx

"HEY YOU,"
I will hunt you down for stealing my roadmaster and destroy you ... my butt looks better on it
anyway.
"HEY YOU"thanks for all the hickeys. Do
you mind reimbursing me for all the new make-up
I have to buy to hatch the skin on my neck?

POLICY

The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning,
notice or refund. The Trail shall not be held liable for the content or accuracy
of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not
represent the opinions of The Trait or The Trail Staff. The Trail reserves the
right to modify or discontinue any and all parts of the ad, and without notice.
The reader agrees not to use the The Trail's Classified/"Hey You" ad section
to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content; commit libel or
false acusations; be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any way
shape or form. Although The Trail strives to accurately portray each reader's
classified or "Hey You" ad, providing a service for the UPS community, The
Trail always has the final say in the final copy of the Classifiedi -Hey You" ad
section.
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Faculty to be permanently
banned from Diversions Cafe
By Shakes Tremble
Trail Caffeine Correspondent

Bruce Badham Willis, Director of Campus Security,
announced today that the UPS faculty will be banned
from Diversions, the University's famous coffee-house,
bistro and discotheque.
"It wasn't my idea," Willis said. "Security was called
in by the manager of Diversions. Our job is simply to
enforce the ban."
Latte Lenya and Lucy Brown, co-managers of Diversions, explained to this reporter why they had decided to
ban the faculty from the premises.
"Basically, they get in the way. They'll be standing in
line, staring into space. Who knows what they're thinking?" said Lenya.
"Maybe they're scanning poetry or doing knot-theory
in their heads, or climbing imaginary ladders of DNA,"
added Brown. "Or maybe it's the whole cogito, ergo sum
deal. Whatever! You just can't run a professional café
with tweedy nerds standing around, bumping into chairs,
and stepping on students' feet. Pretty soon, the line for
coffee is out the door and into the Great Hall. It's like
having a moose or a Kodiak bear come in for coffee. You
can't move them."
Director of Security Willis, on the other hand, compared the faculty to cattle.
"They're big, slow-footed and a little stubborn, but basically they're sweet and manageable," said Willis.
In fact, Willis has contracted with noted academic
wrangler and professional barrel-rider Yvonne Spurs,
who has herded faculty for several West Coast colleges.
Reached by phone, Spurs said, "It's no problem. We'll
get the professors out of your coffee house. Last month I
had to run — well, briskly walk — a herd from Whitman
College across the Cascades to PLU."
Willis says the plan is to relocate faculty coffee-drinkers onto Todd field, where a corral and makeshift espresso bar will be set up. "We think they'll be quite happy
there," he said.
Several professors who frequent Diversions were visibly upset by the news.
"We won't stand for it," said Professor Wooly Mammoth, chair of Pleistocene Studies, adjusting his seat in
an overstuffed beanbag chair near the hammock in his
office. "I'm taking the matter up with the Faculty Senate,

LLY
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Don't despair, caffeine junkies. Once faulty is banned
from Diversions, the road to caffeine will be much
sweeter and shorter.
which grazes on the football field every Monday!"
The big question, though, is whether President Thomas, also a member of the faculty, will be banned from
Diversions, too.
"What, are you nuts?!" said Latte Lenya in response to
the question. "Lucy and I were born in the morning, but
not this morning. Ron-Thom is the Prez, the Dude. Plus
he was once a surfer, so he has good balance and moves
through the line quickly. Ron-Thom stays!"
Shakes Tremble doesn't get invited to birthday parties ...
and he never set out to either.

A room-mate who wants to bathe
with you
A large man wearing a kilt and bend
ing over to tie his shoes
Living below the poverty-line
Courtesy of Ed Bedford, Trail Optimist

What are YOU doing for Fall Break?

Fester Jones

"Fall Break Weekend
is for hooligans. I'll
be pondering the inevitability of death."
Thelonius VIII

—freshman

serious sophomore
thinker

"Kickin' back
a few 40's, you
know, the us—"

"Working on my dancing skills. I totally
have to show up that
damn Grizz."
Sex Machine

Dean Ford

—junior stud

11
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By Beavers McGee
Financial
Combat
Zone Analyst

the combat zone word on the street
"Learning how to
groom myself."

Think you've got what it takes to write for the
Combat Zone? We know you can be funny, but
can you be witty too?
If so, submit an article as a word attachment
to trail@ups.edu . Each week the senior staff will
choose the best, funniest, wittiest, craziest combat
zone lovin' story to be featured in that week's issue. Who knows ... you just might see your name
in print some day.

President announces
plan to cut back fiscally

TEN THINGS THAT ARE WORSE THAN WEBMAIL
PROBLEMS
Death
Losing your domicile to a hurricane
Emergency surgery
A professor with bad breath
Racism
Nuclear proliferation
A room-mate who never bathes

ATTN: READER

new UPS mascot if
Grizz doesn't work out

As our readers know,
tuition was raised at the
end of last year. Today,
President Ron Thomas
announced from his secret lair that once again,
the culling of those
"money sucking scholarship students" will
continue next year, with
a bill going through the
Board of Trustees to
search student's pockets
for loose change.
This announcement
comes with the approval
of the recently convened
budget tasks force. Ron
UPS PHOTOSERVICES 2005
Tom affectionately referred to the group from Your tuition dollars at work,
his throne of skulls as kids.
"cute and quite possibly
delicious."
The Trail's investigative reporting staff has recently
discovered the reasons for the raised tuition. Many reporters died to bring this information to light.
$245,000 for medical costs for facebook related pokings. (Oh my god, my eye!)
$1.2 million to replace the faulty webmail with Pony
Express.
$2.3 million to Teflon-coat dorms to ease vomit
cleaning for facilities. (Don't use metal objects)
$300,000 to replace Thompson Fountain with beer
fountain for Greek row (already under construction)
$30 for gas and 17 student deaths to steal an actual Grizzly from Pt. Defiance Zoo for a mascot. (Ryan S
McAninch, we will miss you)
$300,000 to bring Joe Montana back from retirement
to show football team what throwing a football looks like
(you can defy gravity!)
$123,476 to hire LAPD to bring UPS a Panda to
ransom back kidnapped Pac Rim students. (Panda dies
under mysterious circumstances, police deny comment,
blaming Puerto Rican man with "some killer tequila.")
$0 raise for sub employees to counterbalance cost of
living. (Waffles apparently bankrupted the school)
$9.42 to buy books for students. (I mean seriously,
who reads those things? Go Sparknotes!)
$670,000 to hire CIA to find Hatchet. Early leads
point towards being with weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq.
$7,000 to hire dockworkers to beat the tar out of hip- 111
pie college students who complain about being called the
`Loggers.' (Subsidized by Weyerhaeuser)
$750 premium toilet paper for president's house,
decorated with pictures of fired faculty members.
$150,000 worth of rum and gold doubloons to ransom semester-at-sea students from pirates.
$18,000 to bribe Tacoma police to ignore Chemistry
Department Meth Lab. (And you thought those houses 41
were shut down)
$2.5 million to install biometric identification to access dorms. (The terrorists are everywhere!)
- $800,000 worth of gasoline to "fertilize" PLU's
lawn. (Oil prices being what they are)
$8 million for a campus air defense system (Who
knew Sigma Nu had Lasers?)
$900,000 for oil exploration in North Quad. (No bid
contract given to Halliburton)
$5,000 to establish permanent Beta Regime in ASUPS. (All Praise Be to Alex Israel)
$16,000 to buy industrial strength, water proof mascara for sororities. (Causes cancer in lab grad students,
mistaken for mice)
Mr. Mcgee also belies that $19,412 was allocated to secure As
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Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn really represent the
opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .

